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ramp. That gets you to market in a fraction of the time it takes your competition.

Investment Optimization. Every design is an investment. Function integration and die size reduction help drive your 
margins. It’s simple, but not easy. We continuously improve our process technologies so you get your designs produced 
right the first time. Because that’s what it takes to choreograph a technical and business success.

Find out how TSMC can drive your most important innovations with a powerful platform to create amazing performance. 
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Gone are the days when creating an automobile involved nothing 
but grease, grit and roaring engines. 

Smart safety systems, parking sensors, tire pressure monitors 
and MP3 integration have become common, expected features, 
and the need for embedded electronics and software systems in 
automobiles is growing. In fact, electronics and software systems 
account for almost 35 percent of the production cost of an average 
car—not even taking into account their ubiquity within the luxury 
market. In the past, electronics and software were often considered a 
secondary priority to the rest of the vehicle, but as the key driver of 
future functions and features, they can no longer be thought of as 
such.

With the current state of the global economy, auto companies 
and organizations involved in the automotive supply chain are being 
forced to cut costs, improve effi  ciency and show that they can still 
provide strong value to customers to survive. Th erefore, ensuring 
that development lead times and lifecycles are coordinated from chip 
to chassis is of the upmost importance. With almost 52 percent of 
automotive recalls due to electrical system failures, automakers need 
to be more focused than ever on getting these right at the development 
and manufacturing stage.

Automotive Electronics Create Challenges
Th e standard challenges auto manufacturers face in trying to 
encourage synchronicity across production lines are clear—cost, time-
to-market delays, collaboration between designers and engineers, 
availability of physical and labor resources, supplier relationships and 
supply chain management. To be successful, organizations must fi nd 
a way to enable the synergetic integration of mechanical, electronics 
and software engineering. Th is entails reconciling and coordinating 
the diff erent development lead times and lifecycles inherent in the 
creation of ICs, printed circuit boards, embedded software and 
mechanical components so that all share real-time data and fi t 
together to create the vehicle with no delay.

Th e most eff ective solution is one that can reconcile all these 
challenges and address them holistically, creating a single virtual 
fi nished product—the vehicle—and organizing the components and 
required processes therein. Engineers need to be able to see a single 
defi nition for all mechatronics data—one that gives them access to 
accurate, up-to-date information and enables cross-functional teams 
to operate more eff ectively. 

In other words, the most eff ective solution is product lifecycle 
management (PLM).

Why PLM?
One of the main benefi ts of PLM for automakers is its ability to 
shorten new vehicle introduction cycles and lower costs throughout 
the production lifecycle by increasing the overall effi  ciency of the 
development process. PLM provides automotive engineers with 
end-to-end process coverage for electronics and software systems 
engineering. It links logical defi nition with physical defi nition, down 
to and including manufacturing preparation and documentation.

At the same time, PLM can also be used to enable and/or improve 
process standardization, reuse intellectual property (IP), eliminate 
processes that don’t add value (e.g., manual data transfers from system 
to system) and properly manage the supply chain—all important 
features as automotive engineers work to create an integrated 
development process for both the electronics and traditional parts 
of the vehicle.

Using virtual development to drive manufacturing and supply 
chain optimization can take automakers to the next level in terms 
of effi  ciency and competitive advantage—a categorical necessity for 
market survival in the current conditions. Automotive companies 
embracing the full PLM vision can drive profi table innovation for 
streamlined operations, quicker time-to-market and general strategic 
optimization.

PLM can simplify the processes involved in automotive design 
and development—especially in terms of collaborative engineering, 
standardization, mechatronics, change management, components 
engineering and IP reuse. Th e resulting benefi ts are substantial. 

With PLM guiding the development of both software and 
mechanical, engineers can:

Use a single repository to store all product information and the  ▪
processes that govern them throughout their lifecycle.

Maintain traceability from ideas and requirements throughout  ▪
the product lifecycle, closing the gap between what is produced 
and what the market wants.

Reduce product launch time, minimize errors and increase  ▪
control on costs.

Manage product development complexity while executing  ▪
common platform strategy that maximizes design and 
knowledge reuse from one program to another.

Enable real-time decision-making at all levels. ▪
Perform virtual testing to increase product performance and  ▪
safety.

Harmonizing Automotive Design: Making 
Electronics and Mechanical Component 
Development Compliment Each Other

Kevin Baughey, Director, ENOVIA Automotive Industry Solutions, Dassault Systèmes
Rick Stanton, Director, Global Semiconductor and High-Tech Industry Solutions Strategy, Dassault Systèmes

Increase collaboration and innovation, especially within  ▪
companies that have globally distributed factories and offi  ces.

Implement quality methodologies and other best practices for  ▪
critical processes that improve vehicle quality.

Defi ne and simulate plant assembly lines concurrently with  ▪
product design to accelerate start of production and time-to-
volume.

Ensure customer satisfaction by prioritizing user demand  ▪
in operations and integrating customer requirements and 
specifi cations throughout the engineering process.

Ensuring Reliability
It is of the utmost importance that thermal, mechanical and 
environmental testing is performed on the electronic systems, 
mechanical systems and the vehicle as a unifi ed entity—as testing 
them in this way is the key to helping automakers meet higher 
reliability and performance standards. One of the top benefi ts of 
using a PLM system in the automotive development process is the 
ability to simulate how the electronics and mechanical pieces will 
react on two fronts: (1) as they are assembled in the factory and (2) in 
actual driving conditions. 

With the life span and reliability of electronic systems and their 
interconnecting components a major concern for consumers and 
dealers—especially with thermal and mechanical loads increasing as 
electronic module sizes decrease—manufacturers need to be certain 
everything will work as advertised before setting the assembly line up 
to run. In these tight economic times, recalls or dealer-funded repairs 
can be disastrous. 

It is more cost-eff ective for automotive engineers to replace 
physical testing with virtual testing—as long as the vehicle is tested 
as a whole, not separate parts tested at separate times—with no way 
of telling how real-world factors such as accidents or weather may 
change the picture and send them back to the drawing board. 

Virtual modeling using three-dimensional (3D) computer-aided 
design (CAD) tools can help companies achieve a competitive 
advantage by putting them in the driver’s seat for modeling the most 
ergonomic designs, testing vehicle control responses and ensuring the 
reaction times of safety features. 

Capturing Best Practices
Arguably the most benefi cial form of collaboration is internal. One 
of the advantages of PLM is having instant access to previous design 
iterations and lessons learned from other engineers. For example, an 
automotive design engineer who determines that a vehicle needs to be 
wired for Bluetooth compatibility to meet customer requirements can 
search the PLM system to learn what co-workers did with hardware, 
software drivers, etc. on previous projects that called for Bluetooth. 

To achieve this, PLM solutions must support end-to-end 
traceability—the ability to navigate from requirements to features, 
logical/systems view and physical (as designed) product views. Th is 
traceability (requirement-to-feature-to-logical-to-physical (RFLP)) 
requires a closed-loop feedback system that is often lost at some point 
during the product lifecycle. Without this feedback system in place, 
it is diffi  cult to capture the lessons learned during the design process 
and avoid repeating costly mistakes in future product iterations. 

Th e closed-loop feedback mechanism begins with customer and 
market requirements for engineer-to-order (ETO), build-to-order 
(BTO), design-to-order (DTO) and original design manufacturing 

(ODM) models. Once customer requirements are defi ned, they 
can be mapped to features. Th e features are integrated to provide 
the overall solution, at which point they’re also categorized in the 
PLM system for future reuse. Capturing and validating all these 
confi gurations before the design process even begins precludes the 
need to go back and rework designs.

Th us, in a PLM environment, the entire process of design 
becomes multi-dimensional and virtual, complete with months or 
even years of previous best practices compiled for easy reference. 
With that in mind, it’s clear to see that building an automobile is no 
longer the linear process once associated with long assembly lines and 
overworked linemen.

Confi guration and Catalog Management
While advances in manufacturing collaboration make the process of 
developing automobiles more intuitive, the speed of technological 
progress and infl uence of consumer demands are moving at a faster 
pace than struggling automakers can handle. 

According to the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers’ 
(IEEE) Xplore publication (volume 35, issue 1, 2002), vehicles 
manufactured in 1955 incorporated approximately 45 meters of 
wiring for electronics; high-end vehicles today have four kilometers 
worth of wiring. Th ere is tremendous room for error involved in 
trying to deliver micro devices at the same time as macro chassis and 
cabs—especially without a strong data management and product 
development system in place.

By using confi guration management tools to manage electrical 
systems design for the entire vehicle, knowledge of part commonality 
is increased, leading to a more integrated, updated parts catalog that 
reduces redundant parts from being ordered and lowers the cost of 
the overall vehicle design. 

Th e system also provides traceability between fi nal product 
and initial customer requirements to help ensure that users’ needs 
have truly been met. Th is type of system can also be used to trace 
components used and compare with recent environmental regulations 
to ensure that the vehicle—its circuits, electronics and mechanical 
parts—is compliant with all relevant statutes.

Improving Collaboration
At each phase of development, every stakeholder is adding value—
design engineers, electrical engineers, production engineers, safety 
and compliance offi  cers, marketers, fi nance advisors and more. 
Production engineers advise about a potential manufacturing 
problem, and design engineers eliminate it before it can actually 
become a problem. Electrical engineers work with design engineers 
to make sure that the onboard electronics and wiring plans make 
sense. Th e marketing team studies how the product is evolving so it 
can get to work on packaging and display advertisements. Financial 
analysts monitor material and production costs as they develop so 
they can decide how to maintain profi table price points. 

Everyone navigates the data quickly and intuitively through 
a common dashboard as design, engineering and manufacturing 
converge into one cohesive unit through the use of a PLM system.

Th e new prototype for automotive design is contingent upon 
the absence of prototypes, thanks to the advent of virtual product 
development, testing and manufacturing. In the future, all 
automotive components will be digitally designed, produced and 
managed. Avoiding physical prototypes and validating the ability to 
manufacture products (as well as knowing that they meet customer 

See Automotive page 36
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Harmonic chose Altera’s (NASDAQ: ALTR) 
Stratix III fi eld-programmable gate arrays (FPGAs) 
for its next-generation high-defi nition (HD) H.264 
1080p video broadcast encoder. Delivering the right 
combination of performance, programmability, 
fl exibility and low-power consumption, the Stratix 
III devices help Harmonic improve video quality 
while consuming signifi cantly less bandwidth.

Analog Devices (NYSE: ADI) introduced a new 
highly integrated modulator for broadband satellite 
communications applications such as very small 
aperture terminals (VSATs). ADI’s new ADRF6750 
modulator off ers the highest level of integration and 
functionality by combining four devices into one 
small footprint.

Avago Technologies announced its second series 
of hermetically sealed 3.3V high-gain optocouplers 
for use in aerospace, industrial and military 
applications. Avago’s ACPL-570xL/573xL/177xL 
series operate at temperatures ranging from -55° 
to +125°C to meet the harsh requirements of its 
applications.

Broadcom’s (NASDAQ: BRCM) leading 
Bluetooth combo chip technology and associated 
software was compliant with the ratifi ed Bluetooth 
v3.0 + high-speed specifi cation. Th e new standard 
signifi cantly expands the capabilities of Bluetooth 
wireless technology in multimedia smartphones, 
netbooks and other devices by enabling 
the transmission of large fi les via Bluetooth 
profi les at speeds up to 24Mbps 
 —a 10 times increase in speed 
over the previous Bluetooth v2.1 
+ enhanced data rate (EDR) 
standard.

California Micro Devices 
(NASDAQ: CAMD) showcased 
its broad range of protection solutions, including 
devices for electrostatic discharge (ESD) protection 
and electromagnetic interference (EMI) fi ltering at 
ESC Silicon Valley 2009 in San Jose, California. 
Th ese solutions are well suited for a wide range 
of applications such as embedded and industrial 
computing and consumer electronics.

Cavium Networks (NASDAQ: CAVM) 
introduced the CNW2XXX micro-mezzanine 
modules which use Cavium’s PureVu processor family 
to off er H.264 encode and decode with sub-frame 
latency supporting resolutions up to 1080p and 
frame rates up to 60fps. Th e CNW2XXX modules 
are targeted at a variety of real-time, video-centric 
embedded applications such as in broadcast quality 
cameras, surveillance, tele-medicine, tele-robotics 
and industrial imaging.

Comtech Advanced Hardware Architectures 
introduced Windows server support for its AHA363-
PCIE GZIP compression board. Th is server support 
includes Windows-specifi c driver support to allow 
customers to use the AHA363-PCIE board as the 
compression engine, rather than software GZIP 
and/or ZLIB. Th is new driver, when combined 
with Comtech’s compression accelerator board, can 
compress both static and dynamic content in real 
time.

Conexant Systems’ (NASDAQ: CNXT) 
CX20562 speakers-on-a-chip (SPoC) audio solution 
won EDN’s 19th annual Innovation Award in 
the application-specifi c standard product (ASSP) 
category. Th e CX20562 integrates key speaker 
technology and processing functionality into a single 
device, and is targeted at products that support HD 

 

audio and voice applications.
cPacket Networks and ntop.org forged a 

development and marketing partnership called 
the NTOP NG Initiative. Th e goal of the 
Initiative is to marry ntop.org’s widely used open 
source network fl ow monitoring software nTop 
and nProbe with cPacket’s pervasive network 
intelligence chips to produce accurate fl ow 
monitoring at data rates from 10Gb/s to 100Gb/s 
and beyond.

Santa Clara County completed a major 
retrofi t of County buildings to save energy by 
installing Cypress Envirosystems’ (subsidiary of 
Cypress Semiconductor (NYSE: CY)) wireless 
pneumatic thermostat (WPT) system.

Elonics increased its sales channels to serve 
a growing customer base with the appointment 
of two representative and distributor agencies: 
Taiwan Elonics is now represented by Vitec 
Taiwan and Korea Elonics partnered with Eastel.

Enpirion released its new 1500 mA 
synchronous buck direct current – direct current 
(DC-DC) converter with an integrated inductor. 
Th e EP53F8QI off ers designers the ultimate 
combination of features: small footprint, high 
effi  ciency and a competitive price point.

Cox Communications adopted Entropic 

Communications’ (NASDAQ: ENTR) 
Multimedia over Coax Alliance (MoCA) 
technology for high-performance delivery of HD 
video and other multimedia content into the 
connected home. Cox Communications plans 
to deploy the new MoCA-certifi ed set-top boxes 
(STBs) with Entropic’s award-winning c.LINK 
MoCA chipsets embedded to deliver multi-room 
digital video recording (DVR) to its subscriber 
base later this year.

Fresco Microchip’s FM2050 single-chip 
demodulator was selected by NuTune, a joint 
venture of NXP Semiconductors and Th omson, 
for its latest hybrid Digital Video Broadcasting-
Terrestrial (DVB-T) network interface module 
(NIM) tuner. Th e NIM simplifi es the design 
process; reduces the size of DVD-Rs, televisions 
and personal video recorders (PVRs); and 
shortens time-to-market for consumer electronics 
manufacturers while providing the best possible 
analog and digital reception. Th e highly integrated 
FM2050 enables fl exibility and signifi cant system 
cost reduction across the broad television market. 

GCT Semiconductor leveraged a range of 
MIPS Technologies’ advanced analog front ends 
(AFEs) to support highly integrated single-chip 
and chipset solutions for mobile Worldwide 
Interoperability for Microwave Access (WiMAX) 
and Wi-Fi connectivity. 

Gennum (TSX: GND) announced the world’s 
fi rst 3Gb/s serial digital interface (SDI) video 
optical receiver modules that enable zero penalty 
pathological performance. Both the dual- and 
single-channel receivers enable video broadcast 

equipment manufacturers to off er superior link 
robustness on their video broadcast products, 
such as cameras, routers and monitors, capable of 
transporting 3Gb/s SDI video across optical links.

Global Unichip (TSEC: 3443) and Giga 
Solution announced that the jointly developed test 
service solution for radio frequency (RF) system-
in-package (SiP) of mobile TV tuners successfully 
achieved mass production. Th e solution improves 
fi nal product yield and substantially reduces the 
SiP’s manufacturing cost.  

IBM (NYSE: IBM) and Toshiba showcased the 
HD ON-AIR MAX™ playout server at the National 
Association of Broadcasters annual convention in 
Las Vegas, Nevada. Th e collaboration between IBM 
and Toshiba will allow broadcasters to network and 
streamline new workfl ows effi  ciently and reliably. 
Th e new solution is a cost-effi  cient HD Flash 
memory playout system using industry-standard 
protocols for fi le-base ingesting, managing and 
delivering of media assets.

Ikanos Communications (NASDAQ: IKAN) 
purchased Conexant’s broadband access product 
line. Th e combined organization will have the 
expertise and resources required to satisfy the 
demand for powerful broadband network products 
around the world.

Infi neon Technologies (NYSE: IFX) will 
supply its XMM 2130™ EDGE platform to Nokia, 
enabling the mobile device manufacturer to bring 
a new breed of Internet-capable devices to the 
market. 

Intel (NASDAQ: INTC) and General Electric 
partnered to market and develop home-based 
health technologies that will help seniors live 
independently and allow patients with chronic 
conditions to manage their care from the comfort 
of their own home or wherever they choose.

L-3 Communications Infrared Products 
extended its product line with the new Th ermal-
Eye® X-150. Off ering the same ease-of-use and 
durability of its X-100 predecessor, the new 
lightweight Th ermal-Eye® X-150 has a longer 
operating life of six hours and can detect activity 
from more than 1,000 feet away in total darkness.

LSI’s (NYSE: LSI) facility in Wichita, 
Kansas received International Organization for 
Standardization (ISO) 14001 and Occupational 
Health and Safety Assessment Series (OHSAS) 
18001 certifi cations. Th e certifi cations underscore 
the company’s commitment to a safe and 
healthy workplace, and to the preservation of 
the environment through the delivery of energy-
effi  cient and environmentally friendly products.

Luminary Micro released its new Stellaris 
DK-LM3S9B96 development kit platform in 
support of the 10 new Stellaris family members 
launched earlier this month. Th e new development 

kit provides users access to all the features of the 
new Stellaris microcontrollers, including new 
combinations of connectivity, data effi  ciency and 
advanced motion control.

VBrick selected Marvell Semiconductor’s 
(NASDAQ: MRVL) 88DE2710 video format 
converter with Qdeo technology to power its 
7000 HD series of networked video appliances. 
Utilizing Qdeo technology, the VBrick 7000 HD 
series is intended to allow organizations to deliver 
video in a wide range of quality, from 3Gb/s SDI 
to HD over any network infrastructure.

MediaTek’s (TSEC: 2454) fi rst Global System 
for Mobile Communications (GSM)/General 
Packet Radio Service (GPRS) single chip, the 
MT6253, was adopted in mobile phones on the 
GSM/GPRS network. By integrating all essential 
electronic components, including an antenna 
digital baseband (DBB), analog baseband (ABB), 
power management unit and RF transceiver, onto 
a single chip, the MT6253 can further reduce the 
materials costs of a complete mobile phone.

Micronas (SWX: MASN) introduced the new 
Hall sensor family, HAL 1xy, which is specifi cally 
intended for use in home appliances and industrial 
applications and based on its predecessors, which 
are already successful in the automotive market.

Nordic Semiconductor (NOD: OSL) 
previewed μBlue, its upcoming Bluetooth low-
energy solution range. μBlue will bring Bluetooth 
wireless connectivity to portable devices running 
on small but standard coin cell batteries and 
support battery lifetimes from months to years 
depending on the application.

Pixim’s Partner Program achieved strong 
success in its fi rst year. Over 90 companies 
began taking advantage of the Program, which 
is designed to ensure that today’s video security 
market is served by best-in-class solutions.

PLX Technology (NASDAQ: PLXT) 
announced four new high-performance PCI 
Express (PCIe) switches targeting servers, 
enterprise storage, control planes and ultra 
gaming, while featuring the highest PCIe switch 
lane counts in the industry. PLX continues its 
strong market lead with over 60 percent PCIe 
switch market share, and is the only switch 
supplier with 96 lane and 80 lane options and x16 
support, which is critical for designers requiring 
the highest levels of performance and throughput 
such as graphics and backplanes.

PMC-Sierra’s (NASDAQ: PMCS) SRC 8x6G 
6Gb/s serial attached SCSI (SAS) RAID-on-Chip 
(ROC) and SXP 36x6GSec 6Gb/s SAS expander 
are shipping across Hewlett-Packard’s new line of 
ProLiant G6 servers. PMC-Sierra’s end-to-end 
6Gb/s SAS chipset enables HP’s ProLiant storage 
solutions to set a new industry achievement for 

server performance and scalability.
Powervation won the 2009 Irish Times/

Irish Technology Leadership Group (ITLG) 
Innovation Award. Powervation was recognized 
for its innovative technology and capability to 
build a strong global business.

Qualcomm (NASDAQ: QCOM) licensed 
its FLO modulator software to ProTelevision 
Technologies. Th e agreement allows ProTV to 
develop and sell FLO-compliant modulators, 
providing greater choice in FLO transmitters 
and test equipment available to the mobile 
broadcast industry.

QuickLogic (NASDAQ: QUIK) developed 
new solution platforms tailored for Qualcomm’s 
latest mobile station modem (MSM) MSM7xxx-
series and MSM8xxx-series mobile processors, 
including the recently announced Snapdragon 
family. Th e new ArcticLink® II VX4 family 
members incorporate the Video Electronics 
Standards Association (VESA)-compliant 
mobile data display interface (MDDI) used by 
Qualcomm MSMs with the second-generation 
visual enhancement engine (VEE) proven system 
block (PSB) and embedded CellularRAM 
framebuff er PSBs.

A new module for supporting Wi-Fi real-
time location systems (RTLS) tags from Redpine 
Signals off ers the fi rst 802.11n single-stream 

solution for asset tracking. Redpine’s Find-iT™ 
module provides all the control and wireless 
functionality required to build and deploy tags 
for advanced two-way communicating RTLS in 
industrial and enterprise applications. 

RF Micro Devices (NASDAQ: RFMD) 
extended its portfolio of integrated confi gurable 
components to include products for the cellular 
repeater and wireless local area network (WLAN) 
markets. Th e new integrated confi gurable 
components include the RF2057 RF synthesizer 
with integrated mixers and the RF2059 RF 
transverter.

Samsung Electronics America launched 
the 460UT, 460UTn and 460UTn-UD 
series, a 46-inch liquid crystal display (LCD) 
professional display with a super-narrow bezel 
space measuring a mere 2.4mm (right and 
bottom) of the screen and 4.3mm (left and top). 
With such a thin bezel, tiling multiple units of 
these displays creates only 7.3mm between the 
live screen areas.

SiGe Semiconductor received the 
Technology Company of the Year Award from 
the Ottawa Centre for Research and Innovation 
(OCRI) in recognition of its performance 
in delivering leading-edge RF solutions, 
outstanding revenue growth of 45 percent year-
over-year and delivering sales of CD100 million 
in 2008.

Silicon Storage Technology’s (NASDAQ: 

SSTI) 26 Series Serial Quad I/O (SQI) family of 
4-bit multiplexed I/O serial interface Flash memory 
devices won an Innovation of the Year Award from 
EDN Magazine. Th e 26 Series SQI family received 
the honor in the logic and interface ICs category.

SiliconBlue Technologies released iCEman65, 
a powerful new evaluation and development kit 
for low-power designs based on the iCE65 FPGA. 
Th e iCE65 ultra low-power FPGAs are the premier 
programmable logic solution for consumer battery-
based applications such as smartphones, portable 
media players, digital still cameras, netbooks, mobile 
Internet devices, hand-held point of sale (POS) 
systems, medical instruments, eBooks/ePaper and 
Flash camcorders.

STMicroelectronics (NYSE: STM) expanded 
its portfolio of ultra-compact, high-performance 
microelectromechanical systems (MEMS) sensors 
with a three-axis accelerometer with absolute analog 
output. ST’s LIS352AX operates with any supply 
voltage in the range of 2.16V to 3.6V and is extremely 
stable over temperature and time, making it a perfect 
fi t for motion-sensing applications in space- and 
cost-constrained battery-operated devices.

Tekmos introduced its new TK80C51FA 
microcontroller, designed as a replacement for 
ROMless 8051 series microcontrollers that have 
been made obsolete by other vendors. Based around 
the Tekmos 8051 core, the TK80C51FA off ers 
identical timing to the original parts. 

Vimicro (NASDAQ: VIMC) launched VC0706, 
a digital video processing SOC for surveillance 
cameras. In addition, Vimicro announced its new 
electronic pan/tilt/zoom (ePTZ) surveillance camera 
reference design featuring a 5-megapixel CMOS 
image sensor from Aptina Imaging, a division of 

Micron Technology. 
ViXS Systems’ 

XCode™ 3000 series, 
the world’s most 

advanced single MPEG4 active voltage conditioner 
(AVC) transcoder/encoder/decoder IC, is being 
used in two of Pioneer’s new Blu-ray disc recorder 
products. XCode™ 3108’s advanced real-time 
full HD transcoding, full HD decoding and full 
HD encoding provides the perfect platform for 
leading consumer electronics manufacturers to 
develop advanced Blue-ray disc products with true 
diff erentiation.

Xilinx (NASDAQ: XLNX) began shipping its 
Virtex-6 FPGAs, the programmable foundation 
for applications requiring low-power operation, 
high-speed connectivity and high-computational 
performance. With high-speed serial transceivers, 
power-saving technology and 40nm architecture, the 
Virtex-6 family is the foundation upon which Xilinx 
and selected third-party vendors are developing 
tools and intellectual property resources for systems 
developers and designers in a variety of markets. 
Th ese markets include communications, audio/visual 
and broadcast, industrial, test and measurement, 
medical and military.

Zoran (NASDAQ: ZRAN) released the IPS 
System 2009.1, the newest version of its IPS page 
description language (PDL) interpreter solution 
for printers and multifunction peripherals (MFPs), 
featuring acceleration on Zoran’s Quatro® processors 
and incorporating numerous other enhancements. 
Th e enhancements include improved printing of 
multiple pages per sheet, support for the latest PDF 
version and improved performance. ▪
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Currently deployed broadband access gateways usually support 
an ADSL2/2+ wide area network (WAN) interface, multiple 
Fast Ethernet local area network (LAN) interfaces and Institute 

of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) 802.11a/b/g Wi-Fi. 
Typical maximum data rates for an ADSL2/2+ line are 24Mbps 
downstream and 1.4Mbps upstream. IEEE 802.11a/b/g Wi-Fi 
typically supports a maximum raw data rate of 54Mbps or about 
19Mbps net throughput. As a result, these gateways are optimized 
for sub-100Mbps data throughput performance.

With the advent of higher bandwidth broadband access 
technologies, such as very high-speed digital subscriber line (VDSL), 
passive optical network (PON), IEEE 802.11n Wi-Fi and 3G/4G 
wireless, and the rollout of triple- and quad-play services, end-user 
demand for bandwidth has increased markedly, from tens to hundreds 
of megabits. Th is increase in demand for bandwidth has spurred the 
industry to introduce a new generation of communications processors 
that support packet processing at gigabit rates. Th is article identifi es 
the features that these processors must support to meet these new 
bandwidth demands, while simultaneously complying with seemingly 
confl icting requirements for reduced power consumption and bill of 
materials (BOM) cost.

Performance by Design
A gigabit-rate communications processor’s architecture and 
components, including its central processing unit (CPU) cores, 
on-chip memory, hardware acceleration engines, bus structure and 
external memory controller, must not only be selected based on 
performance, but also for minimal cost and power consumption. As 
a result, these selections require the designer to understand the trade-
off s associated with these features. 

At the surface, it may seem obvious that the price that one must 
pay for higher performance is higher power consumption (i.e., a 
CPU core that supports hundreds of megabits of data throughput 
performance would consume ten times the power of a CPU core that 
supports tens of megabits of data throughput). However, this isn’t 
necessarily the case; all CPUs aren’t created equal! Single-issue CPUs, 
such as the ARM11, support the execution of only one instruction 
per clock cycle; dual-issue CPUs, such as the MIPS64K, support 
two instructions per clock cycle; and triple-issue CPUs, such as the 
Tensilica Xtensa LX2 CPU, support three instructions per clock 
cycle. Because of this, for a given clock rate, the Xtensa LX2 can 

support three times the performance of an ARM11 while consuming 
a comparable amount of power!

Routers typically support what is referred to as “fast-path” and 
“slow-path” processing. A packet whose next hop address is unknown 
must wait for the shortest path decision to be made by the router 
before it can be forwarded. However, a packet whose next hop 
address is already populated in the routing table can be forwarded 
immediately. As a result, a packet with a known next hop address can 
be forwarded faster than a packet whose next hop address is unknown, 
or take the “fast path.” Conversely, a packet with an unknown next 
hop address must take the “slow path.” A dual-core architecture with 
shared memory is a good choice for a communications processor 
acting as a gateway router since it can support both of these processes 
simultaneously from diff erent CPU cores. One CPU can be dedicated 
to fast-path processing while the other CPU can be used for slow-
path processing, as well as local and remote management and other 
applications. 

Th e fast-path CPU must be optimized for maximum packet 
throughput while keeping cost and power consumption in check. 
Because of this, attention must be paid not only to the design of the 
CPU core itself, but also to the size of the fast-path code base relative 
to the size of the L1 cache. In other words, the L1 cache must be sized 
to accommodate the entire fast-path code base so that no accesses to 
external memory are required other than the retrieval of the header 
of the next packet to be processed. External memory accesses delay 
the execution of the fast-path code, resulting in a reduction in packet 
throughput. It should be noted, however, that on-chip memory is 
expensive, and as such, the size of the L1 cache must be kept small, 
preferably 16KB to 32KB in size. Th ese objectives can be met through 
the use of reduced size instructions (e.g., 16-bit and/or 24-bit versus 
32-bit instructions) which enable the realization of up to two times 
the code density of traditional CPU designs. 

Th e “Holy Grail” of fast-path CPU performance is gigabit-rate, 
wire-speed throughput for 64-byte Ethernet frames. However, it is 
unclear whether this level of performance is really needed since the 
average Internet frame size is somewhere between 256 and 512 bytes, 
and the cost of this level of performance is prohibitive for customer 
premises equipment (CPE). As a result, service providers and end 
users typically specify gigabit-rate, wire-speed throughput for 256- or 
512-byte frames. 

Th e slow-path process can be run on a general-purpose CPU 

New Benchmarks for Communications 
Processors

William McDonald, Director, CPE and Optical Product Marketing, TranSwitch Corporation

that also supports user interface, management plane and monitoring 
functionality, as well as applications such as data protocol stacks (e.g., 
Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Protocol (TCP/IP), a fi rewall, 
network address translation (NAT), IP security (IPSec) and voice 
protocol stacks (Session Initiation Protocol (SIP))). Th rough shared 
memory, the slow-path CPU controls and monitors the functionality 
of the fast-path CPU and other on-chip system resources.

Packet processing tasks that are common to broadband access 
gateway applications should be off -loaded to hardware-based packet 
acceleration engines that support specialized tasks at wire speed. 
Common tasks include packet parsing, classifi cation, policing, 
shaping, queuing, encryption/decryption and hashing. Conversely, 
the implementation and execution of less common tasks will vary 
from application to application, or even from packet to packet. 
For these tasks, fl exibility is required; and as a result, these tasks 
shouldn’t be implemented in hardware, but in software running 
on the fast-path CPU. Th is approach results in a high-performance 
architecture that is both balanced and fl exible. Balance is achieved 
by off -loading common tasks from the fast-path CPU to dedicated 
packet acceleration engines, thereby enhancing the performance of 
the fast-path CPU. Th e programmable nature of the fast-path CPU 
provides fl exibility. 

One common packet processing task that is often overlooked by 
communications processor designers is voice over Internet protocol 
(VoIP) packet processing. VoIP processing, which is required by most, 
if not all, broadband access gateway applications, is often supported 
by “soft” codecs running on the fast-path processor. Soft codecs can 
be “CPU cycle-hungry,” consuming up to 30 million instructions per 
second (MIPS) per codec. Alternatively, VoIP processing can be off -
loaded from the fast-path CPU to an on-chip digital signal processor 
(DSP), thereby freeing up cycles on the fast-path processor. Th is 
design approach not only increases the throughput performance of 
the fast-path processor, but also can reduce the degradation of voice 
quality under high-data traffi  c loads.

“Green” CPE
As energy costs have risen and the power consumption of broadband 
access equipment has increased with higher broadband access speeds, 
government regulatory bodies and service providers have recognized 
and begun to address the impact of the cost of the energy required to 
power this equipment to the consumer and to society as a whole. 

Government regulatory bodies have introduced power reduction 
targets intended to reduce the power consumption of broadband CPE 
devices over a period of time. One example of such a set of targets 
is the European Union’s Code of Conduct on Energy Consumption 
of Broadband Equipment. While initially targeted at DSL and other 
types of modem, router, hub/switch and access point CPE, the scope 
of this document will be expanded to include home gateways in the 
near future. In addition to specifying specifi c targets and a timeline 
for power reduction, this document dictates that the “... hardware has 
power management built in, where applicable, i.e. depending on the 
functionality required of the unit, the hardware will automatically 
switch to the state with the lowest possible power consumption.”1 

Broadband service providers have recognized the cost savings that 
they and their subscribers can achieve through the deployment of 
lower power CPE, and as a result, have launched campaigns to reduce 
power consumption. Verizon, for instance, recently established energy 
consumption requirements for broadband access equipment and CPE 
purchased after January 1, 2009. Th ey are documented in Verizon’s 

technical purchasing requirements: Verizon NEBSTM Compliance: 
Energy Effi  ciency Requirements for Telecommunications Equipment, 
VZ.TPR.9205, Issue 3, September 2008. Other service providers, 
such as FT Orange Business Services and NTT, have launched 
campaigns Green IT and Total Power Revolution, respectively, to 
raise awareness of and to reduce power consumption. 

In response to these initiatives, communications processors must 
be architected for low power consumption in normal operating mode 
and to support a lower power state that will dramatically reduce 
power consumption when the processor is idle. Th ese features can 
be realized though careful design (e.g., by enabling the user to power 
down unused functional blocks and reduce clock rates when the 
processor is in a low-usage state, by reducing the silicon processing 
geometry, and by integrating peripheral devices so as to minimize the 
power required to drive signals between chips). 

Integrate to Reduce BOM Cost
Service providers and, in turn, their equipment vendors, demand 
continual reductions in the BOM cost of broadband access gateways. 
Th ese demands drive chip vendors to reduce the cost of their products 
though integration and other means. 

Th e integration of peripheral devices, such as DSPs, security 
processors and Ethernet switches, into a single system-on-chip 
(SOC) reduces the number of components, traces and layers on the 
printed circuit board (PCB) for any given broadband access gateway 
design. Th is reduction in components and board complexity not 
only results in lower materials costs, but also in reduced engineering, 
manufacturing and operational costs. Th erefore, equipment costs 
are driven down, enabling equipment vendors to supply broadband 
access gateways to service providers at a lower price. Additionally, 
service providers and equipment vendors can realize revenues sooner 
due to an improved time-to-market because of an overall reduction 
in the complexity of the design and manufacturing process. Th e 
resulting cost savings and earlier recognition of revenue improves 
return on investment (ROI) for service providers, equipment vendors 
and chip vendors alike. 

Setting the Benchmark
As service providers fulfi ll the surging demand for triple-play services 
to the home and secure, high-bandwidth data connectivity for 
small businesses and branch offi  ces, they are demanding increased 
performance and functionality for the CPE deployed at these 
locations. Th ese demands include gigabit-rate routing throughput for 
small packets, compliance with government regulations and service 
provider requirements for “Green” CPE, and a reduced BOM cost. 
Gigabit communications processors must satisfy these demands for a 
broad range of applications, including residential access gateways and 
small- to medium-sized business (SMB) secure routers. 

Th ese demands can be met by a communications processor that 
is architected with dual CPU cores and confi gured for asymmetrical 
multi-processing, with one CPU confi gured as the fast-path processor 
and the other confi gured as a slow-path processor. Multi-issue CPUs 
with appropriately sized L1 caches and dedicated packet acceleration 
engines are required to achieve wire-speed throughput performance 
for small packets while keeping power consumption in line with 
“Green” CPE initiatives. An integrated DSP guarantees carrier-grade 
voice quality even when the communications processor is subjected 
to a high-data traffi  c load while freeing up CPU cycles for packet 
processing and other applications. 

See Benchmarks page 37



American Semiconductor demonstrated 
tunable circuits built on Flexfet™, a unique 
independent double-gated transistor technology. 
Circuit tuning is enabled by Flexfet’s dynamic 
threshold control, which allows transistors, 
circuits or entire chips to be optimized for power 
or performance on the fl y. Flexfet’s double-gated 
architecture brings additional benefi ts of ultra-low 
power and inherent radiation tolerance. 

American Semiconductor is a U.S. foundry 
off ering pure-play, on-shore foundry services, 
including FleX™ extreme wafer thinning; Flexfet™ 
advanced CMOS technology; and custom 
fabrication for non-standard wafer processing, 
novel process integration or copy smart process 
replication.

For additional information, contact:
Rich Chaney
(T) 208-336-2773
(E) richchaney@americansemi.com
(W) www.americansemi.com

austriamicrosystems’ business unit Full 
Service Foundry extended its service portfolio 
for fabless companies buying turnkey products 
with an extensive level of product qualifi cation. 
austriamicrosystems’ long-term experience 
as a qualifi ed and well recognized supplier to 
industrial, medical and automotive end markets 
enables companies to sell into applications where 
such quality standards are mandatory.

As part of its commitment to provide best-in-
class analog semiconductor process technology, 
manufacturing and services, austriamicrosystems 
off ers a 1,000-hour high-temperature operation 
life (HTOL), highly accelerated stress test 
(HAST), electrostatic discharge (ESD) and burn-
in test, as well as product qualifi cation service, 
temperature characterization and matrix runs 
(skew lots) to ensure a robust design on all process 
corners. Extended quality inspection during 
product ramp-up and a dedicated failure analysis 
and reliability service complete the off ering.

For additional information, contact:
Ron Vogel
(T) 408-345-1790 
(E) ronald.vogel@austriamicrosystems.com
(W) www.austriamicrosystems.com

As part of their joint development alliance, 
Chartered Semiconductor Manufacturing, 
IBM, GLOBALFOUNDRIES, Infi neon, Samsung 
and STMicroelectronics have defi ned and are jointly 
developing a 28nm high-k metal gate (HKMG) 
low-power process technology. A 28nm low-power 
technology evaluation kit was made available in 
December 2008 to early access customers, followed 
by the release of an evaluation kit for open access 
to the general marketplace in March 2009. Early 
risk production is anticipated in the second half of 
2010. Th e alliance has gained valuable experience 
in the implementation of HKMG technology 
through working with customers on 32nm low-
power technology, and is off ering a migration path 
from 32nm to 28nm technology. 

For additional information, contact:
Tiff any Sparks
(T) 408-941-1185
(E) tiff anys@charteredsemi.com
(W) www.charteredsemi.com

Grace Semiconductor Manufacturing, one of 
the leading semiconductor foundries in China, 
announced the delivery of its advanced 0.18μm 
RFCMOS process design kit (PDK) through 
an exclusive 0.18μm RFCMOS collaboration 
with Sentinel IC Technologies. Th e Grace 
0.18μm RFCMOS PDK is an innovative design 
enablement platform that overcomes limitations 
common to the current industry-standard 
PDKs. Th e PDK integrates innovative, fully 
scalable parametric cells (PCELLS) rich in radio 
frequency (RF)-centric features with a state-of-
the-art modeling and simulation platform. Th e 
combination enables designers to maximize chip 
performance and reduce die size while greatly 
shortening design cycle times. Grace’s 0.18μm 
industry baseline RFCMOS technology off ers 
multiple Vt metal-oxide semiconductor fi eld-
eff ect transistor (MOSFET) libraries at 1.8V and 
3.3V, thick top metal for high-quality inductors, 
MOS and junction varactors, high-density metal-
insulator-metal (MiM) capacitors, deep Nwell 
isolation, and an industry-leading resistor off ering 
including low- and high-value poly resistors.

For additional information, contact:
(T) 86-21-5080-8888 
(E) customerservice@gracesemi.com 
(W) www.gracesemi.com

Jazz Semiconductor, a Tower Group company, 
was named Foundry Supplier of the Year by 
Skyworks for its improved cycle times and quality, 
technology innovation enabling key initiatives, 
strong customer support and improved alignment 
on business strategies.

Tower and Jazz expanded their presence in 
Korea to address growing customer demand and 
appointed a country manager focused on power 
management, analog/mixed-signal, image sensor 
and RF application markets. 

Korea-based Cesign selected Jazz’s leading-
edge power management technology, a 0.25μm 
Bipolar-CMOS-DMOS process (BCD25), to 
develop and manufacture its innovative class-D 
amplifi er. In addition, Lime Microsystems selected 
Jazz’s 0.18μm SiGe process for its confi gurable 
multi-band, multi-standard transceiver targeting 
Wideband Code Division Multiple Access 
(WCDMA), CDMA, Long-Term Evolution 
(LTE) and Worldwide lnteroperability for 
Microwave Access (WiMAX) femtocells. 

For additional information, contact:
Melinda Jarrell
(T) 949-435-8181
(E) melinda.jarrell@jazzsemi.com
(W) www.jazzsemi.com

Semiconductor Manufacturing International 
(SMIC), one of the leading semiconductor 
foundries in the world and the most advanced 
in China, and Dolphin Integration, a leader in 
virtual components for high-resolution audio 
applications, partnered for the release of the 
latest generation of digital-to-analog (DTA) 
audio converters that feature ultra low-power 
consumption.

Th rough this strategic alliance, the two 
companies will combine their abilities in design 
and fabrication to off er state-of-the-art solutions 
to their common customers using mature 
processes. Th e new shDAC95-Helium DTA 
converter from Dolphin, featured in SMIC’s 
0.11μm and 0.13μm process technologies, 
is now available under this agreement. Th e 
converters off er power consumption as low as 
6.9mW in playback mode and a signal-to-noise 
ratio (SNR) as high as 95dB, making it useful 
for portable media player applications requiring 
high sound quality and long playback capability. 
Further products are in development.

For additional information, contact:
(T) 86-21-3861-0000 
(W) www.smics.com

SilTerra Malaysia Sdn. Bhd. debuted a 
foundry-compatible, copper-based 110nm 
CMOS logic technology as the 10 percent 
optical shrink for its copper-based 130nm 
CMOS logic technology, which has been in 
mass production for more than two years. 
Th e technology, CL110G, applies 10 percent 
linear optical shrink on customers’ 130nm 
databases. Th e electrical device specifi cation and 
Simulation Program with IC Emphasis (SPICE) 
model of CL110G are optimized to match the 
original 130nm design. CL110G is developed 
with advanced processing tools to enhance yield 
performance. 

Silterra’s CL110G technology is optimized 
for high-performance and high-density 
complex designs with demanding product 
performance. Th is technology features eight 
layers of dual damascene copper metallization, 
borderless contacts and vias with fl uorinated 
silica glass (FSG) intermetal dielectric. Th e 
technology is supported by a complete set of 
foundry foundation intellectual property (IP) 
from Virage Logic, ARM and other silicon 
IP providers to help customers shorten time-
to-market and reduce development cost. Th e 
design fl ow is also validated in Synopsys and 
Mentor Graphics platforms.

For additional information, contact:
(W) www.silterra.com

SVTC Technologies partnered with Entrepix to 
provide 300mm chemical mechanical polishing 
(CMP) development and production services 
for customers who use the Tool Access Program 
(TAP) at the SVTC fab in Austin, Texas. CMP 
is a critical process step in semiconductor 
manufacturing. Th e partnership allows SVTC 

to leverage each company’s individual strengths, 
with SVTC furnishing a state-of-the-art 
manufacturing environment with a full suite of 
process and metrology tools. Under the terms of 
the agreement, all CMP processing, technology 
support and customer interface for SVTC’s 
300mm TAP program will be performed by 
Entrepix’ engineering team at SVTC, following 
the same outsourcing model Entrepix uses at its 
foundry in Tempe, Arizona.

For additional information, contact:
(T) 408-943-2188
(W) www.svtc.com

Taiwan Semiconductor Manufacturing 
(TSMC) unveiled the fi rst foundry-specifi c 
integrated sign-off  fl ow, an automated chip 
implementation fl ow that tightly integrates all 
process-specifi c items. TSMC also introduced 
the foundry industry’s fi rst mixed-signal/RF 
reference design kit. Th e new design kit initially 
targets 65nm process technology node designs 
and helps resolve the long-standing challenges of 
full-chip verifi cation of systems-on-chip (SOCs) 
with both analog and digital content. Th ese two 
initiatives are part of TSMC’s open innovation 
platform, a platform that promotes the speedy 
implementation of innovation among TSMC 
customers and ecosystem partners. 

Established in 1987, TSMC is the world’s 
largest dedicated semiconductor foundry. As 
the founder and leader of the dedicated foundry 
business, TSMC has built its reputation 
on providing advanced wafer production 
processes and unparalleled manufacturing 
effi  ciency. From its inception, TSMC has 
consistently off ered the foundry segment’s 
leading technologies and TSMC-compatible 
design services to its customers. Th e company’s 
total managed capacity exceeds eight million 
eight-inch equivalent wafers, while its revenues 
represent approximately 50 percent of the 
dedicated foundry segment. TSMC became the 
fi rst semiconductor foundry seven years ago to 
enter the ranks of the top 10 IC companies in 
worldwide sales. According to an IC Insights 
report, TSMC ranked number fi ve in worldwide 
sales in 2008.

For additional information, contact:
Melinda Jenkins
(E) melinda.jenkins@ar-edelman.com
(W) www.tsmc.com

Tower Semiconductor and its fully owned 
U.S. subsidiary Jazz Semiconductor held two 
technology and marketing conferences in Japan 
to re-emphasize their commitment to the Japan 
market after the companies’ successful merger 
which created a broader process portfolio for 
customer innovation. Th e conferences focused 
on SiGe BiCMOS, RF, high-performance 
analog (HPA) power management, embedded 
non-volatile memory (NVM) and power 
laterally diff used metal-oxide semiconductor 
(LDMOS) solutions. 

Tower and Triune Systems collaborated to 
develop IP for Tower’s 0.18μm BCD process to 
deliver a family of low- and high-voltage power 
management products and the most complete 
power management platform in the industry. 

Tower awarded Applied Materials with a 
multi-year service contract to support wafer 
processing systems at Tower’s Fab 2. By 
leveraging Applied’s unmatched infrastructure, 
technology and global expertise, Tower expects to 
realize substantial cost and operating effi  ciencies. 

For additional information, contact:
Melinda Jarrell
(T) 949-435-8181
(E) melinda.jarrell@jazzsemi.com
(W) www.jazzsemi.com

United Microelectronics (UMC) is now 
delivering customer products manufactured on 
the foundry’s 45/40nm process technology, with 
initial wafer lots exhibiting excellent yield and 
cycle times. Th e high-performance 45/40nm 
logic process is UMC’s independently developed 
technology that utilizes advanced immersion 
lithography and incorporates ultra-shallow 
junction, mobility enhancement techniques and 
ultra low-k dielectrics for maximum power and 
performance optimization. Multiple voltage 
and transistor options are available to satisfy the 
needs of a wide range of applications, including 
high speed, low power and analog/RF for SOC 
designs. UMC’s silicon shuttle prototyping 
program features several 45/40nm shuttle runs 
this year. Please visit UMC’s Website to view 
the full schedule.

For additional information, contact:
Richard Yu 
(T) 886-2-2700-6999 ext. 6951 
(E) richard_yu@umc.com 
(W) www.umc.com 

Th e X-FAB Group announced fi ve new options 
for its XB06 (0.60μm) BiCMOS technology 
platform. Included are two fi rst-of-a-kind 
capabilities for the high-growth optoelectronics 
market. Technology advancements include an 
innovative, cost-effi  cient light shield module 
that enhances protection of light-sensitive areas 
on a chip, and a new blue PIN diode module 
with especially high light sensitivity, high 
bandwidth and low dark current, approaching 
theoretical limits. 

In an additional fi nancial release, X-FAB 
announced continued profi tability in 2008 
despite challenging market conditions, with 
revenue of $368.1 million, down 10 percent 
year-over-year (YoY). Earnings before interest 
and taxes (EBIT) as of December 31, 2008 were 
positive at $7.2 million, and the equity ratio 
was 65.4 percent. 

For additional information, contact:
(T) 408-844-0066 ext. 101
(E) info@xfab.com 
(W) www.xfab.com ▪
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As the semiconductor market moves to off -shore manufacturing 
for the industry’s traditional markets, concerns about 
intellectual property (IP) theft and the threat of low-cost 

competition developing in these emerging markets via technology 
transfer are on the rise. Additionally, new device architectures, 
such as platform-oriented architecture (POA), provide value-
added features and services that may be sold and provisioned in an 
aftermarket. For semiconductor devices and any connected services 
they provide, this means sensitive IP must be protected during 
manufacturing, and premium features and services must be protected 
through distribution and retail channels. Since several of the most 
rapidly growing markets for electronic products do not yet provide 
adequate legal IP protection, a new imperative has arisen such that 
new technical solutions must be developed to protect digital assets 
for this new breed of system-on-chip (SOC) architectures.

Electronic Product Growth Markets
As most in the electronics industry are aware, there are two countries 
with large populations (markets) that have rapidly growing gross 
domestic products (GDPs). China and India each boast populations 
in excess of well over one billion people and double-digit wage 
infl ation over a number of years in most of the high-technology 
sector. Th ese developing markets will fuel demand for electronic 
products, specifi cally, consumer electronic products.

Figure 1. High-Growth Global Markets

According to the research fi rm RCNOS, China’s consumer 
electronics market is positioned to emerge as the world’s largest market 

by 2011 as measured by potential, market size and growth. Th ey 
further state that China’s consumer electronics market has grown at 
a compound annual growth rate (CAGR) of 11.7 percent from 2002 
to 2006, and project that the market’s growth will accelerate in the 
future. Other researchers independently anticipate growth in China 
at a CAGR of 12 percent from 2007 to 2011. 

India’s electronics market measured US$11.5 billion in 2004 
and will be the fastest growing electronics market worldwide over 
the next several years according to a report by In-Stat. Researchers 
tracking consumer electronic markets in India are also forecasting 
a CAGR of between 10 to 12 percent in the coming years. Th ese 
forecasts indicate that both markets will drive high growth in demand 
for consumer electronics, as well as for other types of electronic 
products. Th is trend signals a market shift that will overtime strongly 
emphasize these growth markets as vendors work hard to protect 
their investments in product research and development.

The Shift from Low-Cost Manufacturing to Low-
Cost Product Development
Naturally, both China and India are strongly oriented toward 
promoting economic development to improve the prospects of 
their citizenry. As know-how and research and development evolves, 
both countries are rapidly shifting their economies from contract 
manufacturing and development centers for foreign interests towards 
the development and export of end products by domestic companies. 
Th is is a product of these countries’ interests to further develop their 
own market economies. Th is means that there is a strong interest 
in technology transfer via contract manufacturing and development 
operations to catch up to other developed countries’ progressed state 
of technology. Promoting local brands is particularly emphasized as 
these large potential markets develop their own local brands.

Th ere are a few examples in China that illustrate the country’s 
emphasis on local brand development achieved by promoting 
similar products at a discounted price to foreign brands. It goes 
without saying that technology transfer reduces research investment 
requirements for local companies to develop low-cost competing 
products and technologies.

It is worth noting the rivalries between local and foreign concerns 
in China such as the contests between Huawei and Cisco in the high-
speed Internet router market, and the rivalry between liquid crystal 
display (LCD) TV foreign manufacturers Sony, Samsung, Sharp and 
Toshiba and local manufacturers Hisense, Skyworth, Konka and 
TCL. Both of these contests depend heavily on the local companies’ 

New Security Technologies Protect Chip 
Margins

Craig Rawlings, Sr. Director, Product Management, Certicom Corp.

ability to compete on technology within tight market windows at 
competitive or reduced prices. Not surprisingly, reverse engineering 
and cloning are common practices in the race to develop local 
products and brands. 

As they say, “competition is good,” but there is no doubt that there 
will be heated competition over who will win the most market share 
in these rapidly growing markets as vendors in the high-technology 
industry depend heavily on economies of scale to maintain their 
economic advantages. As wage levels equalize with other developed 
countries, the role of technology and IP ownership will increasingly 
play an important role in high-tech competition.

A Technical Solution
For any technology company that has poured investment into product 
development to produce a superior product, it is in that company’s 
best interest to protect its investment. As markets cross global borders 
where views toward IP rights are diff erent, legal protections are no 
longer eff ective. Th is is particularly true in high-tech, where product 
life cycles are relatively short and development cycles arguably move 
much faster than the law, even in traditional markets such as Europe, 
Japan and North America.

Due to the open nature of most systems, in terms of hardware that 
runs system software, security has been a challenge. Let’s face it, how 
long does it take an experienced engineer to poke through software 
in system memory or on disk to fi nd an installation or security 
encryption key? For those among us with security expertise, it has 
long been observed that many security schemes are not developed by 
security experts, which is one reason why young hackers are often so 
successful. For this reason, security experts have long been dreaming 
of ways to make strong security more accessible to non-security 
product development engineers and information technology (IT) 
engineers.

To deliver on the promise of easy-to-implement, strong and 
eff ective security that is still user friendly, multiple disciplines are 
required. Th is is what makes security that keeps sensitive electronic 
information private more of a challenge. After all, software resides on 
hardware which is physical, must be debugged and tested, and may 
be observed visually and electronically.

It has long been understood by security experts that a root 
of trust (ROT) is essential to system security (Figure 2). A ROT 
is a secret that if kept will not compromise the security of the 
overall system. A ROT is necessary to provide: (1) a safe place for 
system-critical secrets, (2) secure processes and (3) extended trust 
to internal and external entities. Securing the ROT has posed a 
fundamental challenge. 

More recently, this idea has been extended to the concept of a 
hardware root of trust (HROT) since software has been vulnerable to 
attack. Th is is because software is hosted on commonly known and 
understood hardware, and a software image is for practical purposes 
identical across all instances of its existence on a general-purpose 
hardware platform. A HROT, on the other hand, may provide a ROT 
that is unique to each system or device and one that provides much 
stronger security to even the most sophisticated forms of attack. New 
embedded non-volatile memory (NVM) technologies and security 
IP cores are establishing strong security, which makes it economically 
impractical to mount an attack on systems which leverage one or 
both of these more recent technologies.

Figure 2. HROT Protects System Information

Since it is now the global information age, securing off -shore and 
third-party manufacturing facilities to a company’s secure internal 
facilities to protect sensitive data requires secure channels to protect 
sensitive product technology, as well as internal and third-party 
(trade) secrets. Th is requires IT infrastructure support that manages 
and leverages the HROT in combination with secure server platforms 
that protect against tampering in low-trust or no-trust environments. 
In combination, the elements required to form this secure channel 
are a small footprint embedded security IP core that provides the 
ROT; a secure computing platform that may be co-located in a 
hostile environment; and hardened system and application software 
for managing sensitive information throughout the manufacturing, 
distribution and retail channel (Figure 3).

Figure 3. Virtual Company Information Security

As previously mentioned, there are important trends in system 
architectures that are leading to applications that require stronger 
device-level and system-level security. Th e advent of the SOC is now 
progressing to its next evolutionary step—the POA. A POA device 
is a single design that is capable of taking on multiple personalities 
in post production. Th ese personalities may incorporate multiple 
logic and analog functions that may be digitally activated and/or 
deactivated in post production to support multiple interface and 
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Advantest’s M4841 dynamic test 
handler enables high-throughput parallel 
test for very high volumes of devices and 
supports complex ICs and packages, 
including ball grid array (BGA), chip 
size package (CSP) and quad fl at pack 
(QFP). Off ering an unprecedented 
combination of 16-device parallel test 
and 18,500 device-per-hour throughput 
at 2.5 seconds test time or less, the 
handler sets a new industry standard 
and contributes signifi cantly to lowering 
the cost of test. A production-ready 
workhorse, the M4841 is ideal for 
high-volume production of devices 
used in consumer applications and with 
temperature stabilization that must 
meet the highest standards (such as in 
avionics, automotive and high-speed, 
low-power double data rate 2 (LPDDR2) 
mobile devices) under a range of extreme 
environmental stresses. Th e M4841 
has been adopted for cost-sensitive 
manufacturing around the globe. 

For additional information, contact:                                              
Greg Self
(T) 408-988-7700
(E) g.self@advantest.com
(W) www.advantest.com

Amkor Technology introduced its 
highly anticipated next-generation 
package-on-package (PoP) platform at 
the International Microelectronics and 
Packaging Society (IMAPS) Device 
Packaging Conference in Scottsdale, 
Arizona. Th is new PoP platform uses 
Amkor’s proprietary through mold via 
(TMV™) interconnect technology to 
meet challenging next-generation, high-
density PoP requirements. Amkor’s TMV 
PoP technology is expected to provide 
a range of key benefi ts for new three-
dimensional (3D) architectures: enabling 
scaling of the PoP stacked interface to 
0.4mm pitch in support of emerging 
high-density memory architectures; 
allowing larger silicon area within an 
existing package footprint, benefi ting 
both system architects and IC designers; 

supporting fl ip-chip, wirebond, stacked 
die and passive integration in the bottom 
package for increased integration and 
design fl exibility; and providing reduced 
package warpage that enables thinner 
PoP stacks and improved surface mount 
assembly for high-density, fi ne-pitch 
applications.

For additional information, contact:                                              
Lee Smith
(T) 480-821-5000 ext. 5318
(E) lsmit@amkor.com
(W) www.amkor.com

Evans Analytical Group’s (EAG) 
release-to-production (RTP) group 
provides engineering expertise and 
equipment capability in the areas of 
test program development and product 
engineering; test time rental on all 
major automatic test equipment (ATE) 
platforms; reliability and environmental 
qualifi cation; electrostatic discharge 
(ESD) and latch-up testing; printed 
circuit board (PCB) layout and hardware 
design; failure analysis; focused ion beam 
(FIB) circuit edit and debug; electron 
microscopy; and equipment calibration 
and repair services. EAG also has over 
30 years experience in bulk materials 
characterization and surface analysis. 
Customers save valuable time and money 
by outsourcing all or select functions to 
EAG’s RTP group. 

For additional information, contact:                                              
Aram Sarkissian
(T) 408-921-4870
(E) aram@eaglabs.com
(W) www.eaglabs.com

LogicVision, a leading worldwide 
provider of semiconductor built-in-self-
test (BIST) and diagnostic solutions, 
signed a three-way agreement with 
Toppan and Syswave for turnkey design 
and test services. As designs continue to 
grow and become more complex, there is 
signifi cant benefi t to providing customers 
with a near turnkey solution. Th is team 

will integrate as well as provide back-end 
debug and manufacturing test support 
of advanced BIST solutions for complex 
designs. In this three-way arrangement, 
Toppan will integrate and verify 
LogicVision’s BIST intellectual property 
(IP) into customer designs, 
while Syswave will provide 
support in using these BIST 
capabilities during debug 
and manufacturing test. 
Th is business collaboration 
will provide added value to 
each of the three companies’ 
mutual customers by 
providing a one-stop 
integrated strategy for device 
development and test.

For additional 
information, contact:                                              
(T) 408-453-0146                                                    
(E) info@logicvision.com                                                    
(W) www.logicvision.com

LTX-Credence, a global 
provider of focused, 
cost-optimized ATE 
solutions, and Spirox, 
LTX-Credence’s long-
term value-added 
partner in Taiwan and 
China, integrated their local 
organizations in these regions. Th e 
integration establishes a solid support 
infrastructure, enabling the companies 
to provide local customers with the 
highest caliber of products, delivery, 
service and support. Spirox has a long 
history of providing sales and support 
services for Credence products in Taiwan 
and China. Since the completion of the 
merger of LTX and Credence in late 
August 2008, LTX-Credence and Spirox 
have been working closely to streamline 
their fi eld operations organization 
to enhance support for customers in 
the region. With these activities now 
complete, Spirox signifi cantly extends the 
support capabilities for LTX-Credence 
customers, off ering integrated, best 

practice solutions; advanced technology; 
and continuous support. Th e depth and 
breadth of Spirox’s support compliments 
the installed base of LTX-Credence test 
systems, currently the largest in the Asia-
Pacifi c region.

For additional information, contact:                                                                                            
(T) 408-635-4300
(W) www.ltx-credence.com

MVTS’ business focus is on the support, 
refurbishment and sale of out-of-
production legacy ATE. Systems are 
custom-confi gured like new. MVTS’ 
off erings include refurbished legacy 
equipment from LTX, Credence and 
Teradyne. Th is multi-platform product 
off ering enables creative solutions such as 
trading in one type of equipment toward 
the purchase of another. MVTS designs 
and sells test system controller upgrades 
and other enhancement products for these 
testers. ATE end users can fi nd spare parts 
and original equipment manufacturer 
(OEM)-designed tester upgrades at 
MVTS. MVTS also off ers a complete 
range of services predominately for LTX 
and Credence legacy testers, including 
calibration, module repairs, installation 
of upgrades, training, fi eld service, tester 
rentals and applications support. Ongoing 
support for these legacy testers is available 
globally, ensuring access to testers, 
upgrades and other support for many 
years to come.

For additional information, contact:                                              
Lisa Bruhn
(T) 760-795-2516
(E) lisa.bruhn@mvts.com
(W) www.mvts.com

Presto Engineering provides Design 
Success Analysis™-comprehensive 
semiconductor test and analysis solutions 
that help improve the speed and 
predictability of new product releases. 
Th e company is now ISO 9001 certifi ed, 
delivering reliability testing services such 
as pre-conditioning, ESD, latch-up, 
highly accelerated stress test (HAST), 
high-temperature operation life (HTOL), 
thermal cycling test (TCT) and high-
temperature storage (HTS). Other services 
include test engineering services and ATE; 
unique design expertise in connecting 
ATE to failure analysis equipment; in-
silicon electrical failure analysis (emission- 
and laser-based power, hotspot/leakage 
and interconnect characterization, internal 
timing measurement and FIB circuit 

edit); and unique capabilities in backside 
(silicon-side) utilization, aiming all 
techniques to 45nm process technology. 

For additional information, contact:
Richard Curtin
(T) 408-434-1808 ext. 303
(E) richard.curtin@presto-eng.com
(W) www.presto-eng.com

Scanimetrics’ UltraI/O™ technology 
provides a high-speed, low-power data 
communication solution that is smaller 
than conventional communications 
systems and requires less power and fewer 
input/output (I/O) pads. Developed to 
solve chip interface bottlenecks, UltraI/O 
has increased data transfer rates and 
reduced I/O power consumption and 
chip surface area when compared with 
current technologies. Th e UltraI/O 
interconnection can be tested even 
in a multi-chip module (MCM) by 
Scanimetrics’ WiTAP™ probing system. It 
is generally diffi  cult or unfeasible to verify 
interconnect structures (e.g., through-
silicon via (TSV)) in MCM designs. 
UltraI/O™ has various applications, 
including microprocessors, portable 
memory, system-in-package (SiP) and 
MCMs.

For additional information, contact:
Adeline Chiu
(T) 780-433-9441 ext. 306
(E) achiu@scanimetrics.com
(W) www.scanimetrics.com

STATS ChipPAC received Intel’s 
prestigious Supplier Continuous Quality 
Improvement (SCQI) award recognizing 
world-class, outstanding performance 
in 2008. Th is award is Intel’s highest 
honor for its suppliers, acknowledging 
extraordinary commitment to quality 
and exceptional performance in providing 
full turnkey packaging and test services 
deemed essential to Intel’s success. STATS 
ChipPAC is among an elite group of 
14 suppliers to receive the SCQI award 
for 2008. Th e SCQI award is part of 
Intel’s Supplier Continuous Quality 
Improvement program, which encourages 
Intel’s key suppliers to strive for excellence 
and continuous improvement. To qualify 
for SCQI status, suppliers must score 
at least 95 percent on a report card that 
assesses performance and ability to 
meet cost, quality, availability, delivery, 
technology and responsiveness goals. 
Suppliers must also manage and deliver 
on a challenging improvement plan and a 

quality/business systems assessment.

For additional information, contact:                                                    
(T) 65-6824-7777
(W) www.statschippac.com

Teradyne announced that Unisem Group, 
a global provider of semiconductor 
assembly and test services for many of 
the world’s most successful electronics 
companies, purchased a Teradyne® FLEX™ 
test system with BBAC™ and DC75 
instrumentation to test baseband and 
network devices for wireless and optical 
modems. Th e system will support Unisem’s 
fabless customers throughout Europe. 
Teradyne’s FLEX test family, approaching 
2,000 test systems shipped, advances test 
technologies in an architecture designed 
for high-effi  ciency, multi-site test. Th e 
FLEX family readily adapts to new test 
requirements. With a universal slot 
architecture and high-density instrument 
design, test engineers can dynamically 
match system confi gurations to changing 
production requirements on the test fl oor. 

For additional information, contact:                                              
(T) 978-370-2700    
(W) www.teradyne.com

Verigy, a premier semiconductor test 
company, announced that Spreadtrum 
Communications, one of China’s 
leading wireless baseband chipset 
providers, selected the V93000 system 
for production testing of its China 
Multimedia Mobile Broadcasting 
(CMMB) mobile digital television 
decoder/demodulator semiconductors. 
As the leading demodulator IC provider 
in the CMMB market, which is expected 
to grow substantially in China over the 
next several years, Spreadtrum selected the 
V93000 for its high-accuracy analog-to-
digital converter (ADC) test and fast IC 
quiescent current (IDDQ) measurement 
capabilities. Th e V93000 meets the 
accuracy and performance requirements 
of testing Spreadtrum’s highly integrated, 
high-quality CMMB demodulator 
and audio/video decoder designs. Th e 
fl exibility and scalability of the V93000 
will make it easy for Spreadtrum to add 
support for future design requirements. 
Verigy’s large installed base of V93000s 
also provides the supply chain fl exibility 
needed to handle market fl uctuations.

For additional information, contact:
(T) 408-864-2900 
(W) www.verigy.com ▪
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Cloud computing is emerging as a powerful force that is reshaping 
the information technology (IT) industry. In this new model, 
computing power resides in large data centers, and users 

around the globe drive the ever-increasing demand for computing 
capacity and network bandwidth. While processor performance and 
power continue to benefi t from innovations in digital technology via 
Moore’s Law, innovations in high-performance broadband analog 
technology are required to transport data between processor and 
memory, and across the network. Th ese broadband analog solutions 
are accelerating server virtualization and at the same time improving 
energy effi  ciency by doubling memory capacity and throughput and 
by increasing network bandwidth from 1Tb/s per fi ber to 1Tb/s 
per fi ber. Th is article will discuss key trends and technologies for 
high-performance broadband analog solutions that enable cloud 
computing.

Introduction
Over the past several years, IT users have witnessed the following 
shifts in IT infrastructure:

Voice- and data-centric traffi  c for users in developed countries  ▪
to multimedia traffi  c for users worldwide.

Limited bandwidth connectivity to ubiquitous broadband  ▪
connectivity.

Plentiful fossil fuel-based energy sources to a universal focus  ▪
on effi  cient energy consumption from clean, renewable energy 
sources.

On-site computing resources that are personal computer (PC)- ▪
based to computing resources “in the cloud.”

Th ese shifts, driven by an explosion of high-bandwidth content, 
are putting severe pressure on computing and network resources. 
As a result, cloud computing is emerging as a powerful force that 
is reshaping the IT industry. In this new cloud computing model, 
computing power resides in large data centers while users around the 
globe drive the ever-increasing demand for network bandwidth and 
computing capacity.

Cloud computing off ers a compelling value proposition for both 
users and providers. For users, cloud computing provides a cost-
eff ective way to increase capacity, with computing power accessible 
anywhere from thin clients. No capital equipment purchases, 
additional staff , training or maintenance are necessary. Users are able 
to leave security and reliability issues to service providers and only 
pay for what they consume. For providers, cloud computing off ers a 
cost-eff ective way to scale capacity, manage infrastructure and off er 
services with tremendous economies of scale.

Developments in next-generation hardware technologies play an 
important role in the evolution of cloud computing. Innovations 
in digital technologies continue to drive multi-core processor 
architectures and processor performance and power via Moore’s Law 
(technology node reductions from 65-nanometer to 45-nanometer, 
32-nanometer, etc.). However, innovations in analog design are 
required to address bottlenecks in transporting data to/from the 
system memory and the network, and to enable the scalable, effi  cient 
infrastructure necessary to support cloud computing. Some of the 
key infrastructure trends enabled by high-performance broadband 
analog technologies are:

Increased server memory capacity to support greater levels of  ▪
virtualization.

Increased memory throughput to support higher server  ▪
performance.

Increased network backbone bandwidth to support ever- ▪
increasing traffi  c.

Improved energy effi  ciency to reduce power and cooling costs. ▪

Resolving the Processor-Memory Bottleneck
To reap the benefi ts of increased processor performance, the system 
memory must supply suffi  cient data to the processor (memory 
capacity), and that data must be available at the rate the processor 
requires (memory throughput). When these conditions are not met, 
the result is a processor-memory bottleneck (Figure 1).

In cloud computing data centers, virtualization requirements 
are exacerbating the processor-memory bottleneck. Virtualization 
is a fundamental technology that enables cloud computing, as 
it maximizes compute resource utilization by sharing resources 
across diverse software applications. Th erefore, multiple software 
applications, each with its own memory requirements, must share the 
same processor. As a result, virtualization and multi-core processor 
architectures are driving the need for higher memory capacity and 
throughput.

Figure 1. Processor-Memory Bottleneck

Impact of High-Performance Analog Solutions 
on Cloud Computing

Dr. Francis Ho, Senior Director of Business Development, Inphi Corporation

However, current technologies have signal integrity limitations 
that force a trade-off  between memory capacity and memory 
throughput. Non-idealities in the memory input/output (I/O) 
subsystem, such as impedance mismatches, loading eff ects of memory 
devices, limitations in memory I/O sensitivity and drive capability, 
and process/voltage/temperature variations, restrict the maximum 
number of memory devices connected to a single central processing 
unit (CPU) channel. Th e impact of these non-idealities worsens as 
data rates increase. Th erefore, as throughput increases, the maximum 
memory capacity decreases.

To resolve this issue, data centers are leveraging the third-generation 
double data rate synchronous dynamic random access memory 
(DDR3 SDRAM) standard from JEDEC, which is designed to meet 
the needs of virtualization and dual/multi-core processor systems.1 
DDR3 diff ers from the prior memory standard DDR2 in several 
areas, including memory capacity, data rate and operating voltage.

For typical server systems, DDR3 enables three or more dual in-
line memory modules (DIMMs) per channel and three channels per 
CPU, versus two DIMMs per channel and two channels per CPU 
for DDR2. Th erefore, DDR3 typically off ers more than double the 
memory capacity of DDR2. In addition, DDR3 supports data rates 
up to 1600Mbps per pin, which is double the 800Mbps per pin data 
rate of DDR2. DDR3 also specifi es an operating voltage as low as 
1.35V, a 25 percent reduction from DDR2, which operates at 1.8V.

Th ese DDR3 specifi cations for memory capacity, data rate and 
operating voltage create the following challenges in broadband analog 
design:

Th e great number of DIMMs per channel requires a given CPU  ▪
channel to drive the large number of memory devices.

Data rate doubling requires higher signal frequencies. ▪
Operating voltage reduction requires reduced voltage swings  ▪
and signal integrity margins.

Addressing these challenges requires broadband analog innovations 
such as:

Better impedance calibration and matching. ▪
Programmable drive strength and impedance in memory I/O  ▪
drivers.

Improved memory module transmission line topology. ▪

Resolving the Network Bottleneck
Global Internet protocol (IP) traffi  c is forecasted to be six times 
larger in 2012 than in 2007.2 Th is growth will be driven by the 
continuing explosion in video traffi  c (e.g., mobile video, IPTV and 
high-defi nition video conferencing) and enabled by the growth in 
broadband penetration. To accommodate this, service providers are 
accelerating the upgrade of core and metro networks to 40G network 
links, with 100G network links soon to follow. A single strand of 
optical fi ber, which can transport 1Tbps today, will soon be able to 
transport 10Tbps.

Th is data rate increase is occurring throughout the network. 
On the end-user side, passive optical network (PON) technologies, 
wireless technologies such as wireless local area networks (WLANs) 
and Worldwide Interoperability for Microwave Access (WiMAX), 
and cellular technologies such as Long-Term Evolution (LTE) will 
continue to drive broadband penetration by enabling richer, higher 
bandwidth applications. In the data center, 10G Ethernet is in volume 
deployment, and 40G Ethernet and 100G Ethernet are expected to 

reach standardization by 2010. Over the wide area network (WAN), 
the Optical Transport Network (OTN) infrastructure is being 
upgraded from 10G to 40G and then to 100G (Figure 2).

Figure 2. Evolution of Network Bandwidths

A 10x leap in data rate such as this puts severe demands on the 
underlying technologies in transceiver modules that transport data 
over optical fi bers spanning up to thousands of kilometers. Some of 
the key innovations in broadband analog technology that make this 
possible include high-voltage broadband drivers in surface mount 
packages on the transmitter side and broadband amplifi ers with 
highly linear performance on the receiver side.

For transmitters in long-haul optical communications systems, 
high-speed modulator drivers are used to drive optical modulators 
(Figure 3). Th ese modulator drivers need to provide voltage swing 
levels of 8V to 9V at ultra-high data rates of 22Gbps or above. Meeting 
these specifi cations, while providing the high reliability required by 
telecom networks, requires state-of-the-art broadband analog designs 
that push the envelope in process and circuit technologies. Successful 
designs must balance the trade-off s between output voltage swing, 
rise time, gain, reliability and power consumption.

Figure 3. Modulator Drivers in 40G DQPSK Transmitter

Furthermore, form factor is also a critical specifi cation for 
modulator drivers. Th e fi rst generation of 40G diff erential quadrature 
phase shift keying (DQPSK) transceiver components were housed in 
metal microwave packages with GPPO connectors. Th ese components 
were interconnected via coaxial cables, which resulted in transceiver 
modules that were bulky, labor-intensive and costly to manufacture. 
As 40G deployment volume grew, it became increasingly important to 
drive down size and cost. Th rough innovations in packaging design in 
the areas of signal integrity and thermal management, next-generation 
40G transceiver components will be in surface mount packages, which 
are lower in cost and well suited to high-volume manufacturing.

On the receiver side, the main challenge is to accurately recover 
attenuated, distorted signals after they have been transported 

See Cloud Computing page 36



ARC International is fueling the multimedia 
revolution by enabling high-quality 
multimedia content to be captured, shared 
and played on a wide variety of consumer 
electronics devices. ARC licenses award-
winning consumer intellectual property (IP) 
in the form of vertically integrated solutions, 
multimedia subsystems, confi gurable 
processors and related technologies to 
semiconductor and original equipment 
manufacturing (OEM) companies worldwide. 
Th ese highly integrated products allow for 
lower development costs and accelerated time-
to-market (TTM). ARC solutions also enable 
customers to create diff erentiated consumer 
electronic products that deliver an enhanced 
multimedia experience on a variety of products 
such as digital and mobile TVs, portable media 
players, PCs, laptops, Flash storage, digital 
cameras and music, and smartphones.

For additional information, contact:
Jonah McLeod
(T) 408-437-3477
(E) jonah.mcleod@arc.com
(W) www.arc.com

Chingis Technology released its pFusion™ 
embedded Flash (eFlash) memory IP for 
third-generation (3G) mobile phone and 
smartcard applications. With the highest 
endurance in the industry and 20 years of 
data retention after 200K program-and-erase 
cycles, pFusion provides long-term memory 
for portable products that are indispensable 
to today’s lifestyles. As well, pFusion serves 
real-world environments, boasting operation 
from -40˚C to +105˚C. pFusion IP is available 
at outstanding foundry partners such as 
Semiconductor Manufacturing International 
(SMIC) and Hejian Technology.

For additional information, contact:
Mike Walach 
(T) 408-452-1888 ext. 106 
(E) mwalach@chingistek.com 
(W) www.chingistek.com

Cosmic Circuits is a leading provider of 
diff erentiated analog/mixed-signal silicon IP 
for system-on-chip (SOC) integration. Quality 
is ensured through full silicon qualifi cations, 
and an evolved design methodology for fl exible 
customization is in place. Th e company’s 
WiMo analog front-end platform for wireless 
multiple input, multiple output (MIMO) Wi-
Fi/Worldwide Interoperability for Microwave 
Access (WiMAX) is now silicon-proven in 
multiple fl avors of 65nm/90nm nodes from 
top-ranking foundries. Its Power-ON-SOC 
family (power regulators in 130nm/90nm) 
has been expanded to 65nm (silicon-tested 
switching/linear regulators). In addition, new 
Mobile Industry Processor Interface (MIPI) 
D-PHY mixed-signal core-on-silicon is now 
off ered for both transmit and receive. Also, 
high-performance audio platforms including 
class-D amplifi ers (90nm silicon) have recently 
been introduced.

For additional information, contact:                                        
Krishnan Ramabadran                                                  
(T) 91-80-40526200                                                  
(E) krishnan@cosmiccircuits.com                                         
(W) www.cosmiccircuits.com

Dolphin Integration focuses on the design of 
virtual components of IP to enable low-power 
SOCs for large-volume applications. 

Th e development platform PRIDE™ for 
8-, 16- and 32-bit microcontrollers not only 
serves to debug application software, but SOCs 
as well. In addition, Dolphin Integration’s 
SUCCESS™ enables a complete hardware/
software (HW/SW) co-verifi cation due to 
its emulation capabilities, including virtual 
prototyping of mixed-signal SOCs. 

To form powerful platforms for debugging 
application programs embedded in random 
access memory (RAM)/read-only memory 
(ROM)/Flash on SOCs and printed circuit 
boards (PCBs), a complete array of instruments 
for hardware probing and software tracing at 
breakpoints is available.

For additional information, contact: 
Aurélie Descombes 
(E) logic@dolphin-integration.com
(W) www.dolphin-integration.com

As an IP-focused fabless company begins 
to achieve scalability, superior supply chain 
performance becomes a pre-requisite for 
achieving critical market share and profi t margin 
goals. Successful companies develop competitive 
advantage operationally through great 
understanding of customers’ changing demands 
and rapid synchronization of global supply. 

i2, the supply chain company, introduces 
Planning-On-Demand, an integrated demand 
and supply planning software-as-a-service 
(SaaS) for fabless companies. Available on an 
aff ordable monthly subscription basis, this 
fully hosted and managed solution can be 
deployed within eight weeks. i2’s solutions can 
help companies dramatically increase customer 
satisfaction while minimizing investments.

For additional information, contact:
Mark Bacon
(T) 469-357-1000
(E) mark_bacon@i2.com
(W) www.i2.com

ICsense is an IC design house off ering state-
of-the-art IC design services and supplying 
turnkey solutions for custom integrated 
wired or wireless transducer systems. Th e 
core business of ICsense is the design of low-
voltage, high-voltage, analog and mixed-signal 
building blocks and systems for the automotive, 
industrial and medical markets. In particular, 
ICsense has key competence in the design 
of high-voltage power management, sensor-
and-actuator interface and data acquisition 
application-specifi c ICs (ASICs). Th rough its 
extensive portfolio of analog and mixed-signal 
blocks, in combination with its Cadence-
based design environment, ICsense supplies its 

customers with state-of-the-art custom blocks 
and full systems in short TTM.

For additional information, contact:
Wim Claes                                                                      
(T) 32-16-589700                                                                   
(E) sales@icsense.com                                                                       
(W) www.icsense.com

By combining sophisticated fi ll analysis 
with full chemical mechanical planarization 
(CMP) simulation, Mentor Graphics now 
provides a complete three-dimensional (3D) 
variability solution that addresses density and 
thickness challenges. Th e SmartFill capability 
of Calibre® YieldEnhancer and the planarity 
analysis of Calibre CMPAnalyzer are fully 
integrated to enable automated fi ll driven by 
signoff -quality CMP simulation and analysis, 
providing a single solution for any technology 
environment. Th e Calibre tools can be used 
with third-party CMP models and simulators, 
or customers can use Calibre WORKbench™ to 
create and maintain their own CMP models, a 
capability that is unique in the industry.

For additional information, contact:
Jeff  Wilson
(T) 503-685-1811
(E) jeff _wilson@mentor.com
(W) www.mentor.com

Oracle provides industry-leading business 
solutions for the semiconductor industry based 
on best-of-breed applications, middleware and 
open, standards-based technology. Oracle’s 
supply chain solution helps semiconductor 
companies achieve accurate consensus 
forecasts, optimized inventory leveling and 
postponement strategies, faster planning cycles 
and superior on-time delivery.

Th e company’s semiconductor solution 
can improve the predictability and timeliness 
of demand signals. It delivers a single holistic 
supply chain plan that provides both long-
range aggregate planning across foundries, 
assembly and test, as well as short-term 
detailed scheduling. Oracle enables lead-time 
reduction while reducing inventory through 
the optimum use of die banking or other 
inventory postponement strategies, resulting 
in higher levels of customer responsiveness. 
Oracle delivers complete lot-based genealogy to 
track wafer and die through multiple suppliers 
across fabrication, sorting, assembly and test, 
enabling transparency across the extended 
semiconductor supply chain. Th e company 
enables new product introduction and release 
planning along with operational and fi nancial 
performance management analytics, providing 
visibility across the entire enterprise to drive 
real bottom-line improvements. 

For additional information, contact: 
(T) 800-633-0738
(W) www.oracle.com/industries/semiconductor 

At Design, Automation and Test in Europe 
(DATE) 2009, Satin IP Technologies, the 
company that delivers design quality closure 
with fast return on investment, became the fi rst 
company to demonstrate how current quality 
intellectual property (QIP) metrics are being 
used for accurate and on-the-fl y design quality 
monitoring. Satin IP demonstrated how the 
metrics are imported into VIP Lane®, the 
company’s design quality closure software; how 
they are automated for self-assessment; and 
how they can be exported in diff erent forms. 
Working within customers’ design fl ows, VIP 
Lane turns customers’ design practices for IP 
blocks or SOCs into a robust set of quality 
criteria, automating the implementation and 
documentation of design quality metrics at no 
extra cost in engineering time or resources. 

For additional information, contact:
(T) 33-0-467-13-00-86
(W) www.satin-ip.com

Sidense provides secure, low-cost, dense and 
reliable one-time programmable (OTP) non-
volatile memory (NVM) IP for use in standard 
logic CMOS processes with no additional 
masks or process steps. Sidense’s patented one-
transistor 1T-Fuse™ architecture provides the 
industry’s smallest footprint and lowest power 
logic NVM solution.

Sidense’s foundry-friendly OTP memory 
IP is available from 180nm to 40nm, and is 
scalable to 32nm and below. Th e IP is available 
at TSMC, UMC, Chartered, SMIC, Fujitsu, 
IBM, Vanguard and Tower. Customers use 
Sidense’s OTP memory for analog trimming, 
code storage, encryption keys such as High-
Bandwidth Digital Content Protection 
(HDCP), radio frequency identifi cation 
(RFID) and chip ID, medical, automotive, 
and confi gurable processors and logic. 

For additional information, contact:
Jim Lipman
(T) 925-606-1370
(E) jim@sidense.com
(W) www.sidense.com

Solido Design Automation provides software 
for eliminating design loss caused by process 
variation in analog/mixed-signal and custom 
ICs. Solido recently announced the industry’s 
fi rst scalable and extensible solution for 
meeting design challenges created by process 
variations at nanometer feature sizes. Th e new 
Variation Designer solution enables designers 
to eliminate design losses resulting from 
over and under design without sacrifi cing 
effi  ciency and productivity. Variation Designer 
allows designers to expand their capabilities 
by plugging in applications that are created 
to solve specifi c process variation problems, 
without the need for re-integration with the 
design environment.

For additional information, contact: 

Michelle Clancy
(T) 252-940-0981
(E) michelle.clancy@cayennecom.com
(W) www.solidodesign.com

Symmid Semiconductor Technology is an 
ASIC design services fi rm headquartered in 
Silicon Valley and focused on helping customers 
successfully design and implement SOCs with 
the most stringent performance, power and 
area requirements. Symmid off ers the complete 
spectrum of design services with experts in 
register transfer-level (RTL) design, automatic 
test pattern generation (ATPG), power- and 
performance-optimized synthesis, and all 
aspects of timing closure and verifi cation in the 
physical domain. Th e company’s engineering 
team is comprised of experienced engineers from 
the networking, semiconductor and electronic 
design automation (EDA) industries with 
numerous successful tapeouts at 130nm, 90nm 
and 65nm process nodes. Symmid’s fl exible 
engagement models include full-chip or block-
level front-end and back-end implementation; 
augmenting customers’ existing engineering 
teams; or turnkey design and production 
of customer designs in partnership with its 
suppliers. Symmid places special emphasis on 
project management, communication and 
high-quality customer service.

For additional information, contact:
Alex Parshad
(T) 408-830-0980 ext. 100
(W) www.symmidsemi.com

Each year, spending by semiconductor 
companies increases, tying up valuable 
engineering resources for existing analog circuits 
moving from one silicon process technology 
to another. Th e large cycle time required to 
traditionally migrate analog circuits further 
increases costs (in terms of missed opportunities). 
To address this customer pain point, Wipro 
launched Port-on-Demand. Th is service, 
packaged around IN2FAB’s unique patented 
migration tools and methodology, off ers a 
widely silicon-proven solution for migration of 
analog circuits with vastly reduced cycle times 
(in some cases, as little as two weeks).

Port-on-Demand successfully moves analog 
circuits to new geometries, including migrations 
from 65nm to 45nm technology. Th is service 
enhances Wipro’s highly competitive IC 
design services off ering, where new business 
models help customers through the current 
market turmoil and sustain important strategic 
development programs.

For additional information, contact:
Anand Valavi
(T) 91-80-3029-5059
(E) vlsi@wipro.com 
(W) www.wipro.com ▪
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Microelectromechanical systems (MEMS) are fi nally becoming 
attractive for many industrial applications; their potential 
range of use is continuously increasing. Th e next generation 

of industrial applications will require optimal systems with high 
resolution, miniaturization and reliability, thereby forcing system 
integrators to combine both sensors and application-specifi c ICs 
(ASICs) in a feedback arrangement implemented as a system-in-
package (SiP).

Th e real challenge consists in guaranteeing performance and 
yield for the SiP. As high-performance multi-domain systems slowly 
emerge, innovation and new design techniques are required to reach 
robustness and testability goals.

Th is article presents a method which can be used to guarantee that 
the multi-domain system will be in conformance with its specifi cation 
and explains why performing an assessment of a virtual fabrication 
process is mandatory to evaluate robustness and reliability. It describes 
a design chain that can be used to ensure the correlation between 
simulations and silicon measurements of a multi-domain system.

Advanced Modeling Techniques and Libraries
MEMS as mechatronic systems integrate a complex combination 
of microelectronic (ME) analog and logic blocks with electrical 
devices and non-electrical mechanical structures (MS) for sensing 
or actuation. To gather system behavior, the complete system must 
be modeled and simulated as a whole. To meet this challenge in 
adequate time without sacrifi cing accuracy, a behavioral modeling 
methodology is used. At this stage, it is doable for the system’s 
analog and mixed-signal components, as ME traditionally provides 
models at both the behavioral and the structural levels. Th e latter 
level enables model verifi cation versus silicon measurement, and the 
worth of such a pair of models is at par with the capability to prove 
their equivalence. Meanwhile, the challenge for MEMS governed 
by mechanical domains is providing a structural model in tune with 
measurements on silicon and compatible with ME models.

Behavioral modeling for electronic parts in MEMS devices is 
based on component models representing complex functions for 

conditioning, modulation (analog-to-digital conversion) and fi ltering 
the signal coming from the sensor, including amplifi ers, integrators 
and diff erentiators. 

Th e model for a MEMS MS is based on the composition of basic 
physical eff ect models which occur in or between single components 
of micromechanical devices as felt in the electrical domain. One 
advantage of this kind of structural modeling for a MS is the high 
reusability of already-modeled, validated eff ects. Th is approach 
is benefi cial to the designer, as it can be decided whether an eff ect 
will be taken into account, thereby actively infl uencing simulation 
accuracy and speed. Another advantage is that no knowledge of the 
ME+MS system’s model equation is necessary, as it is automatically 
built inside the simulator by combining the needed eff ect models.

A Practical Illustration of an Accelerometer
An accelerometer will be used to demonstrate the modeling technique 
previously discussed. Figure 1 shows a scheme of a typical capacitive 
sensor with its associated electronics. A seismic mass is connected 
through a meander spring to the housing and so builds a spring-mass-
damper system. Conductive plates are attached to the substrate on 
one side. With the counter plates attached to the movable mass on the 
other side, they form capacitors. Th ese capacitors change capacitance 
according to the position of the seismic mass in non-linear relation to 
an external acceleration applied to the device. Th e resulting change in 
capacitance is detected and processed by connected electronics.

Figure 1. Block Diagram of a Capacitive Accelerometer
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Th e accelerometer is modeled from its basic physical eff ects (i.e., 
those selected physical eff ects considered relevant are modeled in very 
high-speed IC hardware description language-analog and mixed-
signal (VHDL-AMS)) like the inertia of masses in translational 
moving bodies, the spring eff ect of a beam, damping eff ects or the 
electrostatic attraction between two conductive plates.

Both mechanical and electronic parts can be built from their 
own basic component libraries. Each basic model has been designed 
and validated carefully. For instance, in the electronic library, each 
component must respect design constraints and topology assembly 
rules to facilitate their connections within the rest of the chain. 
Topology rules are constituted of geometrical constraints such 
as spacing, width, and position between sensitive and aggressive 
signals.

It becomes easy for the system-on-chip (SOC) designer to build 
their ME+MS system from these model libraries and check that the 
architecture and application schematics fulfi ll system requirements. 

Performance Assessment and Robustness 
Analysis 
Th ese modeling techniques and libraries enable the SOC designer 
to describe all mechanical and electrical coupling domains into 
a homogeneous overall behavioral model. Even if each domain 
keeps its specifi c language, simulation and measurement methods, 
using a multi-level simulator, a MEMS-based SOC designer can 
simultaneously handle both analog/mixed-signal structural models 
and high-level languages such as VHDL-AMS so that mechanical 
and electronic behavior can be modeled in a coherent framework 
using physically meaningful parameters. 

An MS’ performance is comprised of two properties: sensitivity 
and noise level. An MS’ characteristics strongly aff ect the system’s 
feasibility, stability (in the case of closed-loop ME+MS), performance 
and, naturally, its implementation. For a capacitive accelerometer, 
the ME+MS designer must consider, in addition to noise level 
and sensitivity, other sensor properties, such as mass and stiff ness 
constants, in both open-looped and closed-looped systems to ensure 
system reliability.

Th e unique solution for performance assessment is to adopt 
a hierarchical approach, gathering library blocks and multi-level 
verifi cation, and to use a high-level modeling language, such as 
VHDL-AMS, to perform jitter simulation and provide an acceptable 
level of jitter that guarantees the specifi cation of dynamic range 
for a given architecture. SPICE simulations are also used for the 
architecture’s sub-elements to guarantee, by design, the overall 
performance.

By taking this approach, the assessment of the tolerance margin 
of each domain, with respect to the acceptable fabrication variations 
of the other, can be performed. From an electronics point of view, a 
MEMS-based SOC designer can provide acceptable margins to defi ne 
a range of acceptable sensors and vice versa. From a mechanical point 
of view, the noise budget can be defi ned for the electronics family.

Multi-Domain Simulation for Yield Prediction
Th e fabrication of MEMS underlies manufacturing process

variations inducing variations such as the geometric dimension of a 
MS (i.e., due to under-etching, material property variation, doping/
temperature variations, etc.). Th us, fabrication yield depends on the 
nominal—the optimal—design within its parameter tolerance range 
and distribution functions.

Today, there is strong demand for decreasing MEMS structure 
sizes. As a sequel, the fabrication process’ tolerance range decreases 
as well. Th e fabrication process must become more accurate, and 
the tolerance range of each process step must be well-defi ned and 
controlled. Running a Monte Carlo simulation, which consists in 
multiple simulation runs of the complete MEMS design, each run 
with a diff erent set of parameter values according to their statistical 
distributions allows one to predict fabrication yield. 

Indeed, any electrical measurement has an associated distribution. 
In the case of an accelerometer, the variation of the sensor structures 
as geometric elements in x,y directions are applied with normal or 
Gaussian distribution and diff erent tolerances. Th is normal distribution 
is defi ned by a mean value and a standard deviation or sigma. 

Since the design of the chosen sensor structure is insensitive 
to thickness variation, no distribution function is applied. For 
simplifi cation, the material parameter’s specifi c weight, the dielectric 
constant and the beam’s elastic modulus are controllable in the process 
and are considered constant in this simulation. Th e normal distribution 
function defi ned in the statistical analysis package SAE J2748 is 
applied on the parameters in the accelerometer architecture, which 
are then passed to the eff ect model instances. To be precise, the SAE 
J2748 package is useful in defi ning the statistical variation of electrical, 
electronic, mechanical component and sub-system parameters.

Th e model previously described is used to determine the MEMS 
device’s resonance behavior. Th e accelerometer model is instantiated 
in a simple testbench, and the small-signal Monte Carlo analysis is 
initialized. Figure 2a shows the small-signal Monte Carlo analysis of 
a MS with 50 random runs. With this simulation, it is possible to 
detect whether the processed accelerators perform in an acceptable 
range or not. For each random run, it is possible to extract the 
applied device parameters for further design optimization. Th is helps 
to value the fabrication process for an expected yield or if a design 
optimization becomes necessary.

Figure 2b shows the result of the reachable performance with a 
standard deviation defi ned for a given resonance distribution of the 
electromechanical part.

Figure 2a. Monte Carlo Results for a Mechanical Part

See MEMS page 39
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ASIA

$115.2 billion – Estimated value of the Asia-Pacifi c chip market in 
2009, down 22.7% year-over-year (YoY). – Gartner

85% – YoY percentage increase of the worldwide digital radio 
market in 2008, which was largely driven by the Asia-Pacifi c region, 
notably Korea. – In-Stat        

$4.9 billion – Value of South Korea’s semiconductor capital 
equipment market in 2008, a decrease of 33.5% YoY. – 
Semiconductor Equipment and Materials International-Semiconductor 
Equipment Association of Japan (SEMI-SEAJ)

42.5 billion – Number of semiconductors produced in China in 
2008, accounting for 24.3% of the country’s chip consumption. – 
Th e Information Network

6.1% – YoY percentage increase of China’s economic output in Q1 
2009. – National Bureau of Statistics

$6.2 billion – Estimated amount that China will spend on wireless 
infrastructure equipment in 2009, up 13.2% from $5.5 billion in 
2008. – iSuppli 

>24% – Projected compound annual growth rate (CAGR) of 
China’s software industry by 2012, propelled by rapid growth 
in IT spending among various industrial segments, including 
government, banking and manufacturing. – RNCOS

6.9% – YoY percentage growth of IC demand in China in 2008, 
while internal IC production dropped 0.4%. – Th e Information 
Network

$118.8 billion – Revenue generated by China’s telecom operations 
market in 2008, an 11.8% YoY increase. – CCID Consulting

8.7 million – Number of automobiles China expects to manufacture 
in 2009, compared to 7.6 million automobiles predicted to be 
manufactured in Japan. – iSuppli

23% – Estimated percentage increase of large thin-fi lm transistor 
liquid crystal display (TFT LCD) shipments in Korea this year. 
Producers in Taiwan plan to increase shipments by only 12%. – 
DisplaySearch

61% – Month-over-month (MoM) revenue growth of Taiwan’s 
leading foundries (TSMC and UMC) in April 2009, following 
MoM growth of 26% in March 2009 and a decline of 10% MoM 
in February 2009. – Wachovia

70 million – Number of mobile subscribers in Vietnam. – American 
Free Press (AFP)

$261.3 million – Value of electronic design automation (EDA) 
products and services purchased by Japan in Q4 2008, a 17.3% 
YoY decrease. – EDA Consortium (EDAC)

6% to 9% – Predicted percentage decrease in Singapore’s economy 
in 2009 due to a deepening global recession driving down exports 
and manufacturing. – Ministry of Trade and Industry (MTI)

$35.7 billion – Combined 2009 telecom services market revenue 
from Indonesia, Malaysia, the Philippines, Singapore and Th ailand, 
a 10% YoY increase. – International Data Corporation (IDC)

10,746 – Number of automotives sold in the Philippines in March 
2009, a 1.1% increase from 10,625 units sold in March 2008. – 
Th e Chamber of Automotive Manufacturers of the Philippines Inc. 
(CAMPI)

$5.0 billion – Value of Taiwan’s semiconductor capital equipment 
market in 2008, a decrease of 53.0% YoY. – SEMI-SEAJ

44,205 – Number of automotives sold in Malaysia in March 2009, 
an increase from 36,675 units sold in February 2009. – Malaysian 
Automotive Association

INDIA                                                                    

288.3 million – Number of Global System for Mobile 
Communications (GSM) subscribers in India in 2008. March 
2009 saw 10.8 million new GSM subscribers. – Cellular Operators 
Association of India (COAI) 

$7.6 billion – Estimated value of India’s semiconductor market in 
2010. – Frost & Sullivan 

5% – India’s forecasted gross domestic product (GDP) growth rate 
in 2009-2010. – Economist Intelligence Unit  

9 – Current number of photovoltaic (PV) cell manufacturers located 
in India. India also houses nearly 20 module manufacturers, and the 
country benefi ts from an abundant endowment of solar radiation, 
averaging 300 sunny days per year. – SEMI India

$54.1 million – Revenue generated by India’s surface mount 
technologies market in 2008. Th e market is expected to reach $88.8 
million in 2012, growing at a CAGR of 13.2%. – Frost & Sullivan

5% – Expected percentage increase in passenger vehicle sales in 
India in 2009. – Society of Indian Automobile Manufacturers (SIAM)

$5.9 billion – Value of India’s semiconductor market in 2008. 
Th e revenue total was higher than expected due to strong sales of 
Worldwide Interoperability for Microwave Access (WiMAX) and 
other wireless equipment. – Frost & Sullivan

$7.4 billion – Value of the design services market in India in 2008. 
Th e market employs an engineering workforce of 153,000. – India 
Semiconductor Association (ISA) 

40% – CAGR of the total number of solar lanterns in India between 
2009 and 2012. – RNCOS

EUROPE,  THE MIDDLE EAST AND AFRICA 
(EMEA)

2.5GW – New photovoltaic (PV) installation capacities in Spain in 
2008, ranking Spain as the top solar market. – European Photovoltaic 
Industry Association (EPIA)

8% – Quarter-over-quarter (QoQ) percentage decline in total 
European distribution bookings in Q4 2008. Th e number decreased 
17% YoY. – International Distribution of Electronics Association 
(IDEA)

$2.5 billion – Value of Europe’s semiconductor capital equipment 
market in 2008, a decrease of 16.7% YoY. – SEMI-SEAJ

128 – Number of European funding deals in 2008, down from 
144 deals in 2007. Th e value of the funding deals fell from $731 
million in 2007 to $600 million in 2008. – European Private Equity 
& Venture Capital Association

$2.1 billion – Revenue generated by Europe’s semiconductor market 
in February 2009, a 6.9% MoM decrease. – World Semiconductor 
Trade Statistics (WSTS) 

$290.3 million – Value of EDA products and services purchased by 
Western Europe in Q4 2008, an 8.4% YoY decrease. – EDAC 

$49.5 billion – Value of goods produced by the German automation 
industry in 2008. Th e percentage of goods exported was 75%. – 
ZVEI Industry Association

$455 million – Value of Germany’s electronics components 
distribution market in Q4 2008, a decrease of 7.8% QoQ. France’s 
electronics distribution market generated $120 million, down 9% 
QoQ, while the U.K. reached $129 million, down 13.4% QoQ. 
– Distributors and Manufacturers Association of Semiconductor 
Specialists (DMASS)

14.9 million – Predicted number of Wideband Code Division 
Multiple Access/High-Speed Packet Access/High-Speed Packet 
Access+ (WCDMA/HSPA/HSPA+) subscriptions in the Middle 
East and Africa by 2013. – In-Stat

$1.5 billion – Value of Israeli merger and acquisition (M&A) 
activity in 2008, down 22% from 2007. Th e number of M&A deals 
totaled 34. – Israel Venture Capital (IVC) Research Center

$9.4 billion – Amount raised through acquisitions of foreign 
companies by Israeli fi rms in 2008. – IVC Research Center

24 – Number of regions in France that will switch to digital 
broadcasting in 2010, beginning with Alsace, France and Lower 
Normandy, France. – France Tele Numerique                      

22.7 million – Number of PC shipments in the EMEA region in 
Q1 2009, a decline of 10.2% QoQ. – Gartner

NORTH AMERICA

37% – YoY percentage decline of U.S. automotive sales in Q1 
2009. – RNCOS

3.1% – YoY percentage decrease of U.S. PC shipments in Q1 2009, 
which fared much better than other regions in the global market. – 
IDC

0.61 – Book-to-bill ratio posted by North America-based 
manufacturers of semiconductor equipment in March 2009, up 
from 0.49 in February 2009. – SEMI             

$569.1 million – Value of EDA products and services purchased 
by North America in Q4 2008, a 22.7% YoY decrease. – EDAC    

$5.6 billion – Value of North America’s semiconductor capital 
equipment market in 2008, a decrease of 14.0% YoY. – SEMI-SEAJ

$1.9 billion – Amount the U.S. government spent on 
nanotechnology research last year, while Canada spent about $200 
million. – Waterloo Institute for Nanotechnology  

173 – Number of venture capital deals in Silicon Valley in Q1 2009, 
a sharp decrease from 325 deals in Q1 2008. – National Venture 
Capital Association (NVCA)    

$230 million – Value of U.S. Blu-ray disc sales in Q1 2009. – Video 
Business

$3.9 billion – Amount of funding invested in 477 deals in the 
U.S. in Q1 2009. Th e region registered a decline of 50% YoY in 
capital investment. – Dow Jones VentureSource

SOUTH AMERICA                                                       

16.9% – YoY growth of Brazilian automotive sales in 
March 2009. Th e rise in automotive sales was largely 
contributed to tax cuts and a decline in interest 
rates. – Fenabrave

23% – Th e automotive industry’s current 
share of total industrial production in 
Brazil. – RNCOS ▪
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Serving a consumer market hungry for high-defi nition digital 
content and with the emergence of Internet protocol television 
(IPTV), set-top box manufacturers are challenged more 

than ever to provide the end user with a customizable high-end 
entertainment experience. Whether via cable, digital subscriber line 
(DSL) or satellite, the set-top box has been central to driving the 
digital television revolution. Moreover, in the wake of the Federal 
Communications Commission (FCC) mandating the transition 
from analog broadcast to digital in the U.S. market, the set-top box 
will see a steady increase in demand during this transition as more 
consumers migrate to digital television.

Th e semiconductor transceivers used in set-top boxes are shrinking 
in size as IC manufacturers leverage new process technology to achieve 
smaller transistor geometries. Th is has resulted in a new generation 
of ICs that consume less power while at the same time enhancing 
the performance per μm2 of die area. As smaller, more advanced ICs 
enable the evolution of the set-top box, new challenges will emerge 
within the electromagnetic compatibility (EMC) community with 
respect to protecting against transient voltage threats.

IC Feature Size Scaling and Transient Voltage 
Threats
Simultaneous demands for faster processing speed and higher 
functional density have led to further shrinkage of the minimum 
dimensions of metal-oxide semiconductor (MOS) devices. As the 
semiconductor industry moves along its current process technology 
trajectory, microelectronic transceivers have become increasingly 
sensitive to electrical overstress and electrical transient events.1 Th e 
on-chip electrostatic discharge (ESD) community has approved a 
measure to reduce the current levels of on-chip protection from the 
current 2kV levels of on-chip ESD protection to 1kV of on-chip 
protection, citing improvements and tighter ESD control within the 
manufacturing environment. Clearly, this eff ort is meant to address 
safe handling of ICs in the fabrication and assembly environment, 
but provides insuffi  cient protection to safeguard against system-level 
transient threats. In the set-top box environment, there are many 
imminent threats from electrical transient events, but the most 
common are ESD and cable discharge event (CDE) threats.

ESD
Th ough sometimes confusing to the consumer, the back panel of a 
typical set-top box features an impressive array of input/output (I/O) 
ports and signal connectors. For starters, there are Radio Corporation 
of America (RCA) I/O ports for composite video and component 
video; Video Graphic Array (VGA) ports for analog video; and 
Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) 1394/

FireWire ports, Universal Serial Bus (USB) ports and, most recently, 
external SATA (eSATA) ports to give the user connectivity super 
high-capacity external hard drive storage needed for viewing freedom. 
For connection to the network, RJ-45 and RJ-11 ports enable IP 
and xDSL interfaces, respectively. And, of course, High-Defi nition 
Multimedia Interface (HDMI) and Digital Video Interface (DVI) 
are high-speed ports rendering high-defi nition digital video content. 
Routine user interaction with these interfaces exposes the delicate 
circuitry of the set-top box to dangerous ESD threats.

For years, ESD events have been studied, modeled and 
documented within the microelectronics industry, and yet ESD 
remains one of the most perplexing challenges to system reliability. 
In modeling immunity to system-level ESD events, International 
Electrotechnical Commission (IEC) 61000-4-2 has been recognized 
in the electronics industry as the system-level standard. 

As a very fast transient with a relatively short duration, an ESD 
pulse generates a very high peak current. Th e rise time of a typical 
ESD pulse is modeled by the IEC at 700ps to 1ns, while the pulse 
duration is 60ns to a 50 percent decay from the peak pulse current. 
Th ough the pulse is a relatively short duration, IEC 61000-4-2 
specifi es the peak current to be as high as 30A and peak voltages as 
high as 15kV. 

Cable Discharge
Cable discharge is similar to human body model ESD, but the 
means of charge transfer occurs from a charged cable. Th erefore, the 
waveform of a CDE results in a somewhat diff erent energy transfer 
behavior than human body model ESD. 

Depending upon the length of the cable, and thus the charge level 
present, a cable discharge can pose greater risk to electronic equipment 
than ESD. Th is is true for two reasons. First, a long cable is capable 
of storing a high charge level, with the discharge strength being 
directly related to the length of the cable. In the case of Ethernet, 
where the IEEE standard specifi es supporting cables as long as 100m, 
the charge transfer can be signifi cant. Second, during a plug event, 
a CDE presents a direct transfer of charge into the system interface, 
which can bypass any ground shield provided by the system. In the 
local area network (LAN) environment, the CDE is a silent danger. 
During the installation phase or during the product lifetime, it is 
not uncommon for the cable to be unplugged and plugged into the 
equipment multiple times, and each time presents the danger of 
cable discharge.

It has been shown that CDEs exhibit a diff erential mode behavior 
through Ethernet transformers, and the currents resulting from cables 
are more severe than the currents resulting from human body model 
ESD.2 In fact, the fi rst peak of the cable discharge current waveform 

Design Fundamentals Protecting Set-Top 
Boxes from ESD and Cable Discharge Threats

Grace Yang, Product Marketing Engineer, Protection Products Group, Semtech Corporation
Timothy Puls, Product Marketing Engineer, Protection Products Group, Semtech Corporation

is similar to ESD with a very fast, sub-nanosecond rise time. After 
this initial fast peak, the ensuing waveform exhibits ringing with 
square wave voltage plateaus and rapid polarity changes. Due to the 
high energy in the CDE, the EMC community is increasingly more 
concerned with modeling these events.

Protection Technologies
With their low clamping voltages and fast response, transient voltage 
suppression (TVS) devices are often selected to protect systems 
against transient voltage threats. Th ere are a variety of TVS devices 
available on the market, including multi-layered varistors (MLVs), 
zener diodes, TVS diodes and polymer suppressors. Surprisingly, 
among the diff erent protection technologies, there can be a large 
disparity in protection performance. Silicon TVS diodes, engineered 
specifi cally for transient threats, off er critical performance advantages 
over other technologies in clamping voltage and response time. For 
instance, TVS diodes off er very small form factors, low capacitance 
and low leakage currents, but, most importantly, they respond 
quickly to ESD events and provide lower clamping voltage than 
other technologies. Unlike polymers or MLVs, where the clamping 
voltage can drift higher over the product lifetime, TVS diodes do not 
degrade after repeated surges and ESD strikes. 

In evaluating a TVS device’s ability to protect the system, the 
clamping voltage is the most critical parameter to consider. Th e 
purpose of a protection device is to reduce the transient voltage 
spike input down to a safe voltage for the protected IC. Clamping 
voltage is the maximum voltage drop across the TVS device during 
an ESD event. Th is voltage is also the stress voltage seen by the 
protected IC. An ideal protection device with low leakage current 
should remain “transparent” to the transmission line during normal 
operation. During a transient spike, the TVS device breaks down 
quickly and limits the voltage across the protected IC to a level 
marginally above the normal operating voltage, but well below the 
destructive threshold.

Transient Protection for High-Speed Ports
With the demand for more bandwidth and higher resolution video, 
there are an increasing number of high-speed interfaces on set-top box 
platforms. Among these are HDMI (3.4Gbps), Ethernet (1Gbps), 
xDSL, USB 2.0 (480Mbps), IEEE1394 (800Mbps) and eSATA 
(3Gbps). Protecting high-speed interfaces from electrical transient 
threats is non-trivial. Th e challenge is in providing good shunt, low 
clamping voltage protection on the one hand, while also controlling 
and mitigating the impact to signal integrity on the other. On some 
high-speed interfaces, even a picofarad of additional capacitance can 
result in signal distortion.

HDMI Transient Protection
HDMI, as a high-performance interface, can be extremely vulnerable 
to cable discharge and ESD threats. At a data rate of 3.4Gbps, 
providing low clamping voltage protection without adding excessive 
capacity loading is critical. To eff ectively arrest transient surge to low 
clamping voltage, more silicon area in the TVS diode is required. 
Yet, increasing silicon die area comes with the cost of higher 
capacitance. Th is trade-off  dynamic can be overcome by building 
a low-capacitance diode array around a surge-handling TVS diode. 
Th is eff ectively lowers the total capacitance of the protection circuit   
while preserving robust surge protection. Advanced integrated TVS

devices employ this architecture to achieve good protection without 
the penalty of high capacitance. 

Figure 1 shows an example of such an integrated TVS protection 
device. Th is part is a four-line, 5V working voltage protection device 
rated per IEC 61000-4-2 to guard against electrostatic transients; as 
an integrated device, the part uses a fl ow-through design to facilitate 
layout and reduced parasitics. 

Figure 1. TVS Protection Device with Flow-Through Layout

For products featuring HDMI, to comply with the HDMI 
compliance test specifi cation (CTS), the high-speed diff erential 
signals must meet signal integrity and impedance tolerance criteria. 
Th e signal integrity of the HDMI signal lines can be analyzed with 
an eye mask test, and the diff erential impedance is measured by a 
time domain refl ectometry (TDR) test. 

By adding ESD protection to the HDMI interface, it is important 
to ensure the device contributes minimal impact to signal integrity. 
Eye pattern testing will reveal any signal distortion on the source 
interface, and good signal integrity is verifi ed by a clean eye pattern 
with the bit pattern forming an “open” eye around the HDMI eye 
mask. Figure 2 shows an example of the eye mask test. Th e fi rst 
diagram serves as a reference, illustrating the HDMI video signal 
without any protection; the second diagram shows the impact to the 
HDMI interface signal integrity with the addition of the integrated 
TVS protection device. 

Figure 2. HDMI Eye Pattern Testing with 2.25MHz Clock

Th e HDMI interface must also comply with the impedance 
requirements. Th is means the signal pairs must present 100Ω 
diff erential impedance with no more than ±15 percent variance. 
Any capacitance and inductance contribution from ESD protection 
devices can be easily observed on the TDR test. While printed circuit 
board (PCB) layout methods have been employed to compensate 
for the capacitive load introduced by an eff ective ESD protection 
component, a device with a fl ow-through layout and low capacitance 
between I/O meets the TDR requirements without needing the 
layout compensation tricks. 

See Set-Top Boxes page 40
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DR. JALAL BAGHERLI
Chief Executive Offi cer, Dialog Semiconductor

During a period that has proved diffi  cult for many companies, Dialog Semiconductor has emerged 
as a winner amidst the economic crisis, achieving signifi cant growth and profi tability. In my 
interview with Jalal Bagherli, chief executive offi  cer of Dialog Semiconductor, we discussed the 
main business strategies that have enabled the company to prosper during the rough economic 
climate, how being attentive and quickly responding to customers’ shifting needs is vital for industry 
success, Europe’s analog/mixed-signal industry, what initiatives Dialog is pursuing in the power 
management area and much more.

— Jodi Shelton, President, GSA
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PETER SANTOS
Chief Executive Offi cer, Audience

With its ground-breaking technology, Audience is dramatically improving consumers’ mobile phone 
experiences by ensuring excellent voice quality. Th e company’s voice processor is the fi rst chip based on 
the human hearing system and is experiencing great success in the mobile market. In my interview 
with Peter Santos, chief executive offi  cer of Audience, we discussed how the value of the company’s 
solution is shifting consumer preferences, future applications and markets, how the company is 
addressing power management, factors that allow the company to accomplish its impressive goals and 
much more.

  — Jodi Shelton, President, GSA

Q: With consumers continuing 
to rank voice as the number-one 
application for mobile phones, 
voice communications is clearly an 
attractive market to chip companies. 
To maintain its competiveness and 
create value for its customers, how 
does Audience’s processor bring voice 
quality to mobile devices? Do you see 
consumer preferences changing in the 
near future? 

A: Audience’s processor brings 
voice quality to consumers’ 
mobile devices through removing 
environmental noise from 
conversations or mitigating its 
eff ects. Our technology, which 
is based on the human hearing 
system, allows cell phones to ignore 
background noise and entirely focus 
on the speaker’s voice. Audience’s 
cell phone chips guarantee high-
quality voice communications 
regardless of a speaker or receiver’s 
noisy environment. Audience 
accomplishes and performs these 
voice quality miracles by using 
hardware acceleration. Th ere are 
competing methods of solving 
voice quality problems, but they 
tend to be simpler, looking at 
only the diff erence between two 
microphones. Th e human system 
relies on many diff erent criteria to 
diff erentiate between signal and 
noise. It’s a very powerful system 
that is computationally intensive by 
its unique representation of sound. 
Semiconductor technology is a key 
part of our solution and wouldn’t 
be possible without a custom chip, 
which is why Audience is a fabless 
chip company and not an algorithm 
software company.

We feel Audience’s technology 
will play a big role in shifting 
consumer expectations. Today, 

consumers tend to not place calls 
in noisy environments because 
they know their phones aren’t 
immune to noise, and therefore 
must drop calls voluntarily. We 
predict their expectations will 
change as they experience high-
quality voice communication in 
noisy environments through the 
use of Audience’s technology. Th ey 
will begin to expect noise immunity 
when using their cell phone.

Q: Rapid technological change has 
increased consumer expectations, which 
means companies must continually 
innovate. However, companies can 
no longer spend large sums of money 
to remain competitive. How has this 
barrier impacted Audience’s goal to 
revolutionize the mobile phone market? 
What is Audience’s plan for research and 
development (R&D) in the next year?

A: Audience will continue to expand 
its investment in R&D since that is 
what it has been funded to do. Th e 
company’s operating plans are built 
around on-going investment and 
innovation, and the fi rms that have 
funded Audience share our belief 
that there is a high return to be 
gained from investment in Audience. 
Furthermore, since Audience is a 
small, highly focused company, we 
are more productive in our R&D 
investments than larger companies. 
We have the advantage of providing 
a very tight coupling of R&D 
resources to customers in a way that’s 
diffi  cult for larger organizations.

Regarding future R&D plans, 
as previously mentioned, we will 
continue to invest and increase 
our investment in R&D to not 
only enhance our basic signal 
improvement capability, but to also 
identify new applications that could 

take advantage of this capability, 
such as making speech recognition 
robust to noise.

Q: In December 2008, Audience 
was nominated for GSA’s Start-Up 
to Watch Award. Since receiving 
the nomination, how has Audience 
continued to demonstrate the potential 
to positively change its market through 
the innovative use of semiconductor 
technology or a new application for 
semiconductor technology?

A: Audience has continued to 
demonstrate its potential and 
build on early success by gaining 
additional market traction with 
customers over the past few months, 
proving that our technology and 
the way we bring it to market is 
scalable. We are transitioning from 
initial successful engagements 
with early customers to customers 
incorporating our technology 
throughout their portfolios, 
validating that this powerful 
technology can be brought to the 
masses. 

Q: Th e handset market is maturing 
and becoming saturated, triggering 
a drop in original equipment 
manufacturer (OEM) prices and 
margins, and therefore putting 
increased pressure on chip providers to 
lower prices. How has the game of price 
negotiation changed over the past year 
and a half? In today’s environment, is 
it dangerous to focus on one market? 

A: In general, we have not seen more 
pressure than is expected in this 
industry, as this industry constantly 
experiences price pressure. However, 
we have experienced relatively little 
pressure, with the exception of 
currency fl uctuation, which will hurt 
some of our customers. Audience has 

Q: Dialog Semiconductor experienced 
exceptional growth in 2008 (increasing 
86 percent YoY) when many companies 
fell short. What business strategies 
enabled Dialog to remain profi table 
throughout 2008, and what factors 
allow the company to be optimistic 
about revived growth?

A: Dialog experienced signifi cant 
growth last year and will continue 
to do so because of three main 
factors. First, we are responding to 
customers’ needs better than our 
competitors, particularly in our 
focus growth areas of smartphones 
and portable media players. By 
developing products with the highest 
levels of mixed-signal functional 
integration for power management 
with the lowest power consumption, 
we are responding to their needs 
to develop smaller products that 
enable longer battery life. Secondly, 
we are large enough to be seen as a 
credible player by Tier 1 companies 
that develop mobile devices, but 
small enough to remain agile 
and responsive; once a product 
specifi cation is agreed, we bring it to 
market very quickly. Finally, we are 
still a relatively young player in this 
industry, so we have huge growth 
potential.

Q: In the past, to sustain its 
competitiveness in the global 
semiconductor industry, the European 
chip industry relied on government 
support; however, with a number of 
other industries requesting assistance, 
the European government is not 
investing the same amount of money 
into the semiconductor industry as 
before. Th erefore, what precautions 
can semiconductor companies take 
to ensure that innovation continues 
and market share is not lost? How can 
Europe reestablish its competitiveness?

A: I believe that local government 
investment is not the most 
important factor in revitalizing 
Europe’s semiconductor industry. 
Regardless of location, thoroughly 
understanding the needs of 
customers and swiftly and eff ectively 
responding to their needs is 
the catalyst for semiconductor 
companies to achieve great success. 
At the same time, companies need to 
review where their core competencies 
lie and divest those that add 
no value. For example, Dialog 
outsourced manufacturing because 
it was not a source of competitive 
advantage.

Europe’s industry experience and 
engineering expertise, particularly 
in analog/mixed-signal design, give 
Europe a competitive advantage. 
Dialog continues to recruit 
European talent, and we invest in 
selected locations to attract the best 
employees for our company. 

Q: Analog/mixed-signal design is 
still more art than science. What are 
EU chip manufacturers, universities, 
research consortiums, etc. doing 
to advance analog/mixed-signal 
technologies, such as what has been 
achieved in the digital arena, i.e. 
chip design at leading-edge technology 
nodes? What can the ecosystem learn 
from the digital experience?

A: Europe’s universities are 
producing many talented, young 
engineers in the analog/mixed-
signal area, and companies are 
hiring them for their unique skill 
set. Dialog currently partners with 
many of these leading universities. 
Additionally, GSA’s Analog/
Mixed-Signal Interest Group has 
brought together many key players 
in analog/mixed-signal design, 

electronic design automation (EDA), 
manufacturing and test to examine 
the industry’s challenges and develop 
solutions. 

It is important not to confuse 
digital and analog/mixed-signal 
design with respect to leading-edge 
technology nodes. Analog/mixed-
signal will always lag in this respect 
due to fundamental physical eff ects 
that make analog signal processing 
very diffi  cult at smaller nodes. 
Th is does not mean that it is not 
advanced analog design. It is just not 
done at 45-nanometer. Th e lessons 
taken from the digital experience 
are not related to sub-micron 
manufacturing, but include how to 
be more eff ective in design re-use 
and how to develop standards for 
interfaces.

Q: Th e rapid increase of low-
power electronics is off ering various 
possibilities in energy harvesting 
technologies. As a company that largely 
focuses on power management solutions 
for mobile devices, is Dialog pursuing 
the potential of battery-less devices?

A: Despite the hype, energy 
harvesting is still far from replacing 
batteries in most applications. 
Battery-less energy sources come 
in two basic forms. First, there 
are sources that deliver low levels 
of energy over a sustained period, 
but rarely under all environmental 
conditions (e.g., solar panels or 
wind-powered turbines). Second, 
there are sources that produce short 
bursts of energy (e.g., piezoelectric 
elements). Unfortunately, most 
electronic systems require energy at 
diff erent times or over longer periods 
than energy harvesting sources can 
supply. Th erefore, batteries and 
capacitors are going to be available 

See Dialog Semiconductor page 41 See Audience page 42
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Even though the overall cell phone market is expected to drop 10 
percent this year, smartphone shipments should rise, bucking 
the recessionary trend. Th is growth is driven by the popularity 

of the Apple iPhone and similar products such as the BlackBerry 
Storm, LG Dare, Nokia 5800, Palm Pre and Samsung Instinct.

Smartphones have quickly become an important platform for 
accessing the Web. As Figure 1 shows, smartphone shipments are 
projected to reach 364 million units by 2013, about the same as the 
number of PCs shipped, representing a compound annual growth 
rate (CAGR) of 20 percent from 2008 levels. Th is growth has 
attracted not only leading handset vendors, but also PC vendors to 
the smartphone market. Acer, Asustek, Dell and other PC makers 
are now off ering or developing cell phones. In addition, PC chip 
suppliers Intel and NVIDIA are now targeting smartphones. Th ese 
vendors hope that their experience with low-cost manufacturing, 
software ecosystems and Web support will give them an advantage.

Figure 1. Smartphone Forecast

Source: Th e Linley Group

For the market to achieve these growth projections, the cost of 
smartphones must continue to fall. Although the iPhone is typically 
sold for $199, this price is heavily subsidized by monthly data fees; 
the actual price without subsidies is $599. Th e solution to the cost 
problem lies in new semiconductor products that greatly reduce the 
number of components required to build a competitive smartphone.

The Disappearing Application Processor
Smartphones have created a new category of semiconductor product 
called the application processor (AP), which runs the operating 
system and application software. Th e AP also integrates multimedia 

hardware, allowing it to decode audio and video streams in real time 
and to perform image processing for the phone’s camera. Products 
of this type include the Open Multimedia Application Platform 
(OMAP) family from Texas Instruments (TI) and Marvell’s PXA 
family. 2008 AP revenue totaled $1.2 billion, according to Th e Linley 
Group.

Th e iPhone and most other smartphones include both an AP and 
a baseband (BB) processor, which handles the cellular protocols. A 
standard cell phone does not require an AP, as most BB processors 
include a small central processing unit (CPU) capable of running a 
simple user interface. Th e requirement for this extra chip increases 
the cost and size of smartphones.

To address this problem, several vendors are integrating complete 
APs into their BB chips. Th ese AP+BB devices perform all the main 
processing functions of a smartphone, combining cellular, operating 
system and multimedia support into one chip. Examples of these 
products include Qualcomm’s MSM7000 family, the SH-Mobile G 
series from Renesas, Broadcom’s BCM21551, Marvell’s Tavor and 
ST-Ericsson’s forthcoming U8500.

Smartphone makers are quickly adopting these new AP+BB 
processors. HTC uses MSM7000 chips in all its new smartphones. 
RIM uses an MSM7000 chip in the BlackBerry Storm and Tavor 
in the BlackBerry Bold. Th e SH-Mobile G series appears in many 
Japanese smartphones. And Nokia, the number-one smartphone 
maker, has announced that its future devices will use either the 
U8500, BCM21551 or MSM7000 processors.

A few chip vendors are bucking this trend. TI, which recently 
sold its cellular BB business, will continue to off er standalone APs. TI 
is the leading AP supplier today due to its relationship with Nokia, 
but as that customer switches to AP+BB products, TI’s position will 
diminish. Among the major BB makers, only Infi neon has no plans 
to produce integrated AP+BB products.

Apple, which currently uses a custom Samsung AP and Infi neon 
BB processor, is developing its own AP using the former PA Semi 
processor design team. Once this design is complete, Apple is unlikely 
to purchase third-party APs.

As the leading smartphone makers convert to AP+BB processors, 
the recent rapid growth in AP shipments will stagnate and could even 
reverse. AP vendors, particularly those that lack AP+BB products, 
are seeking new markets for their products. Due to their low cost 
and high integration, APs are also used in personal navigation devices 
(PNDs), personal media players (PMPs), mobile Internet devices 
(MIDs) and other mobile devices as well as some stationary devices, 
including digital photo frames and Internet protocol (IP) cameras.

Smartphones (Not PCs) Provide Growth 
Opportunities for Semiconductor Vendors

Linley Gwennap, Principal Analyst, The Linley Group

The Connectivity Combo
In addition to cellular, smartphones provide connectivity features 
such as Bluetooth (for headsets), Wi-Fi (for alternative Internet 
access) and Global Positioning System (GPS). FM radio is also 
popular, both for listening to broadcasts and for transmitting stored 
music to a nearby stereo system.

Figure 2. Simplifi ed Diagram of Current Smartphone

Products such as the iPhone 3G require a large number of chips, raising the system cost.

As Figure 2 shows, most smartphones today use a separate chip 
(or chipset) for each of these connectivity functions, requiring four 
or more chips to implement them all. In another integration play, 
however, semiconductor vendors, such as Broadcom, CSR and TI, 
are combining two or even three of these functions into a single 
device known as a combo chip. Th e most popular combinations are 
Bluetooth+FM and Bluetooth+FM+GPS. Future products are likely 
to add Wi-Fi to the mix.

Figure 3. Simplifi ed Diagram of Next-Generation Smartphone

Future systems will use highly integrated processors and connectivity products to reduce chip count.

As Figure 3 shows, an AP+BB chip and a combo connectivity chip 
can greatly reduce the chip count in next-generation smartphones. 
Th e good news for consumers is that the growing availability of these 
chips will reduce the cost of building smartphones, allowing carriers 
to reduce both the upfront and monthly fees for these devices. Th ese 
new chips can also reduce design cycles (due to the pre-integrated 
solution) and extend battery life. Phones that use these integrated 
chips will be smaller and thinner than current devices. Th ese 
improvements will further boost the popularity of smartphones.

Smartphones Are the New PCs
As Apple has clearly demonstrated with its iPhone and App Store, the 
smartphone has become a computing platform that can perform a 
wide variety of tasks, constrained only by the imagination of software 
developers. In this way, a smartphone is no diff erent from a PC. 
Th e smartphone is, of course, limited by its screen size and CPU 
performance, but it is also empowered by its portability and unique 
interfaces, including a touch screen and motion sensors. For example, 
a PC can provide directions to a destination, but a smartphone can 
use GPS to tell whether its user is on course to that destination.

Because of their diff erent strengths and limitations, PCs and 
smartphones are complementary; that is, phones will not replace PCs. 
From a vendor’s perspective, however, PCs are a mature technology 
off ering little growth or diff erentiation. Smartphones, however, are 
evolving rapidly, and shipments are soaring. Th ese changes create 
opportunities for new vendors of both smartphones and the chips 
that go into them. Seeing these opportunities, many new vendors are 
targeting the smartphone market.

PC vendors, however, must change their stripes to succeed in 
smartphones. Th e PC platform changes slowly, and only when Intel 
wants it to. Smartphones are all about innovation at both the chip 
and system level; to be successful, phone makers must not only 
deliver the newest technology, but must also follow the latest fashion 
trends. PC makers with me-too phones will struggle to gain business 
from carriers and consumers.

Smartphones are still phones; they must be validated to work with 
carrier networks and certifi ed to meet government standards. New 
vendors that lack experience in the phone market may struggle with 
these tasks, even if they work with an established BB chip vendor.

Smartphones also have an extensive software component. Whereas 
PC makers simply license Microsoft Windows, a smartphone might 
use one of several operating systems, including Windows Mobile, 
Symbian or a Linux variant such as Android. Th e two most popular 
smartphones in North America, the iPhone and the BlackBerry, 
both use proprietary operating systems to gain an advantage in the 
market. Smartphones also ship with a set of basic applications (e.g., 
calendar, camera, media player) and an application programming 
interface (API) to support third-party software. Processor vendors 
must validate their products with multiple operating systems and 
often supply some basic software.

For these reasons, growth in the smartphone market will likely be 
driven by today’s leading vendors, with an increasing role played by 
established phone makers such as Samsung, LG and Sony-Ericsson. 
PC makers and other new entrants will be hard-pressed to master the 
complexities of the smartphone market.

Chips for PCs Are Different
Seeking growth, PC chipmakers are also trying to enter the 
smartphone market. Intel, for example, is promoting its new Atom 
processor for MIDs, which are a kind of overgrown smartphone, 
and for true smartphones in the future. NVIDIA has developed low-
power versions of its 3D graphics chips that are used in phones, and 
it also off ers a complete AP called Tegra.

Th e advantage of using PC components in smartphones is that 
they make it easier to port software from the PC. As smartphones 
are more frequently used to access the Web, they need to run a wide 
variety of Internet plug-ins. Because all APs today use the ARM 
instruction set, they cannot run some plug-ins and therefore can’t 
display some Web pages. In theory, an Atom-based smartphone 
could provide the same browsing experience as a PC.

However, the plug-in gap is narrowing. As smartphones become 
more prevalent, software vendors, such as Adobe, are porting Flash 
and other popular plug-ins to the leading ARM-based platforms. 
Although some gaps are likely to persist, ARM-based vendors expect 
their solutions will be good enough for most users.

PC chipmakers must adapt to the diff erent needs of the 
smartphone market. Chips for these devices must be much lower 
in cost and in power consumption than chips for PCs. With the 
exception of Apple, companies that buy smartphone chips are largely 

See Smartphones page 39
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As the global economy slows to a crawl, semiconductor 
companies zealously search for new business opportunities 
in the consumer electronics industry while balancing the 

challenges of this demanding marketplace.
To answer the challenge, chip designers who are intent on fi nding 

new applications for consumer electronics devices have looked to 
hardware emulation, a verifi cation tool with a long history. Th ese 
designers advocate adding this popular solution into the verifi cation 
strategy to produce a higher quality consumer electronics device in 
less time and more cost eff ectively. 

In fact, emulation is employed worldwide as a secret weapon for 
fi ghting the verifi cation battle, but this is a fairly recent phenomenon. 
Th e embracement of emulation has evolved rather slowly over the past 
20 years. It was fi rst adopted by central processing unit (CPU) and 
graphics chip companies in the 1990s driven by the raw complexities 
of their designs. Emulation spread into the wireless community in 
the early 2000s due to the extensive use of embedded software in 
their designs. And today, it is widely accepted by the entire spectrum 
of consumer electronics products companies, from digital TV to 
set-top boxes, digital still cameras and camcorders, multi-function 
printers and more.

Hardware design is a diffi  cult discipline, and the emergence of 
system-on-chip (SOC) design has made it even more so. In fact, 
fi nding a bug in a SOC is like fi nding a needle not in one, but in two 
haystacks: a hardware haystack and a software haystack. Too often, 
the software team claims it is a hardware bug, while the hardware 
team snaps back at the software team that it is a software bug. 

Emulation can be invaluable for debugging hardware and for testing 
the integration of hardware and software within SOCs well ahead 
of fi rst silicon. When hardware designers and software developers, 
two disparate parts of the engineering team, use emulation, they’re 
able to share the same system and design representations. Th anks 
to combined software and hardware views of the design, they are 
able to work together to debug hardware and software interactions. 
However, not all emulation systems provide the acceptable speed of 
execution to process billions of verifi cation cycles in a short period of 
time as required in embedded designs. 

Emulation allows engineering teams to plan more strategically and 
to implement a debugging approach based on multiple abstraction 
levels, not to delve into the two haystacks independently from one 
another. Teams can track a design problem across the boundary 
between the embedded software and the underlying hardware 

to determine whether the problem lies in the software or in the 
hardware. 

A debugging methodology based on multiple abstraction levels 
starts with embedded software at the highest level and moves down 
in abstraction all the way to trace the behavior of individual hardware 
elements. Starting from a database comprised of multi-billion clock 
cycles, a software debugger can localize a problem to within a few 
million clock cycles. At this level, either the software team quickly 
identifi es the source of each problem in the software code or they 
call in the hardware team which uses a software-aware hardware 
debugging approach to zoom in to a lower level of abstraction. 

At this stage, the methodology calls for monitors, checkers and 
assertions implemented through hardware transactors, which avoid 
speed degradation and help narrow down the problem to a few 
thousand cycles. Once the collected data at those two levels has been 
reviewed, emulation allows them to move down to the signal level. 
Th ey can analyze the information via register transfer-level (RTL) 
waveforms of the identifi ed period of time and trace its likely origin. 
At this stage, either a hardware bug is unearthed or the hardware is 
absolved from failure. In the latter case, it forces a decision to move 
back to the software environment. 

Navigating between diff erent abstraction levels—from software 
through hardware and backward—avoids long simulation runs and 
massive amounts of detailed data (Figure 1).

Figure 1. Emulation Provides an Ecosystem for Software and 
Hardware Debugging, Monitoring and Checking Capabilities, and 

Hardware Waveforms

Emulation Becomes Secret Weapon for 
Designers of Consumer Electronics

Lauro Rizzatti, General Manager, EVE-USA

Th e multi-level debugging methodology would not be possible 
with software simulators because they are too slow to eff ectively 
execute embedded software. Indeed, they would run for weeks, if not 
months, to process billions of cycles on designs whose sizes reach into 
several tens of millions of application-specifi c IC (ASIC)-equivalent 
gates. Th is is an unacceptable time constraint for producers of 
consumer electronics devices. 

Just as emulation is forcing simulation to take a back seat, new 
emulation systems are replacing traditional “big box” versions because 
they run faster, are easier to use and are considerably less expensive. 
And they are environmentally friendly since they consume a fraction 
of the power dissipated by the bigger versions, require signifi cantly 
less space and weigh a small percentage of the massive traditional 
boxes. For all these reasons, emulators were not popular until now 
(Figure 2).

Figure 2. Comparison of Four Verifi cation Tools Based on Three 
Criteria

Price, of course, is a main consideration. EVE surveyed close 
to 800 attendees at EDSFair 2009 in January in Japan and found 
that price is the most important consideration when choosing an 
emulator. Emulation has evolved from the early days of emulators 
based on standard fi eld-programmable gate arrays (FPGAs) to 
custom emulators and back again to emulators based on FPGAs. One 
reason for the “return to the origins” is economical. Retooling and 
non-recurring engineering (NRE) charges are exceedingly expensive 
below 65-nanometer. An emulation market of $200 million is not 
big enough for a large electronic design automation (EDA) vendor to 
justify at least $30 million to develop a custom chip. 

On the other hand, there is a clear and sensible roadmap through 
the use of standard FPGAs at 45- and 32-nanometer and beyond. 
But there are two more reasons for the inversion of this trend and the 
re-adoption of standard FPGAs: capacity and performance. In 2008, 
the largest commercial FPGAs could implement about two and a 
half million ASIC-equivalent gates. In 2010, the number will jump 
to fi ve million ASIC gates and to eight million gates in 2011. Th e 

capacity of standard FPGAs will continue to double every two years 
while pricing drops by a factor of two. 

Likewise, the increase in performance will follow the same curve. 
In fact, in 2012, it will be possible to produce a 100-million ASIC 
gate emulator with 16 FPGAs for less than $50,000. Th is machine 
will execute at approximately 10MHz.

Conversely, at 65-nanometer, the manufacturing cost of a 
100-million ASIC gate custom emulator will be in the neighborhood 
of $500,000 and will run at 500kHz. High costs and limited speeds 
are making this type of emulator uncompetitive and inadequate for 
software developers who require a bare minimum speed for 1MHz, 
but would appreciate speeds of several megahertz.

Moreover, design teams are opting out of using the in-circuit 
emulation (ICE) mode, a style of emulation popularized in the 1990s. 
Th e alternative to ICE is transaction-based verifi cation. Conceptually, 
the idea is simple. Tests are written at high levels of abstraction, and 
the conversion from high-level commands to bit-level signals is moved 
into a dedicated entity called a transactor. By mapping the transactor 
onto an emulator, acceleration of fi ve or six orders of magnitude, 
compared with simulation-based verifi cation, can be easily achieved. 
Transactors permit to build a virtual test environment in place of a 
physical test bed as done via the ICE approach by replacing a set of 
speed bridges (Ethernet, Peripheral Component Interconnect (PCI) 
or Universal Serial Bus (USB)) with an equivalent set of transactors 
(Figure 3).

Figure 3. Emulation Using a Virtual Test Environment Based on 
Transactors in a Wireless Application

In general, an ICE test bed serves one specifi c design and isn’t 
reusable on another, while transactors can be reused on any design. 
In the ICE approach, designers must bear with the quirks of real 
hardware behavior, sacrifi cing repeatability. A virtual test environment 
based on transactors, on the other hand, lets designers quickly 
reproduce a problem. Furthermore, the freedom from connecting the 
design under test (DUT) to a hardware test bed allows designers to 
execute the DUT from remote locations. 

Equally important, by gaining full control of design clocks that 
aren’t sourced by the hardware test bed, debugging becomes easier 
and more effi  cient. By controlling the clock frequency, it’s possible 
to stop the model, read the memory content, force some registers or 
dump the waveforms. Debugging in an ICE environment requires 
hardware logic analyzers driven by the uncontrollable clocks coming 
from the test bed. Th e setup causes undeterministic behavior and 
compromises the debug ability of the DUT.

See Emulation page 38
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The year 2009 is seeing a rapid convergence of both security 
incidents in information systems and a renewed eff ort to apply 
new design and test standards to both federal and commercial 

systems. Th ough information security has traditionally been in the 
realm of software engineering (outside the government), this article 
will attempt to off er a brief summary of the diff erent forces impacting 
modern security needs and requirements in processor design, and will 
predict an increase in secure processor off erings in the near future.

Th e history of processing security is consumed with two types 
of notable events: (1) major security incidents that modify security 
beliefs and (2) major consolidations of practices into national and 
international standards. Th e history of these events roughly divide 
into software/hardware tampering, the evolution of encryption 
standards and thinking, and events regarding trusted computing 
platforms and operating systems.

Figure 1. Short History of Security Events in General Processing

Th ese events have evolved into a variety of security requirements 
with respect to military, federal and consumer processing systems. 
Anti-tamper requirements are inherently diffi  cult to document and 
publish, so there are a great deal of social and political processes 

involved with fi elding tamper-resistant systems. Encryption 
standards are fairly well-known and published, but cover a narrow 
set of encryption types. In addition, recent problems with physical 
encryption key security have cast doubts on the “real” security of 
otherwise compliant encryption modules. Finally, there are still 
at least two divergent standards pathways for trusted computing 
platforms, both of which are important to understand.

Anti-Tamper Events
Reverse engineering adversary technology has roots going back 
to metallurgy and early fi rearms. Th is activity has only increased 
with the use of electronics systems, defense software and modern 
encrypted communications. Its modern defi nition, according to the 
U.S. Department of Defense (DoD), is shown below.

Anti-Tamper (AT) encompasses the systems engineering 
activities intended to prevent and/or delay exploitation of 
critical technologies in U.S. weapon systems. Th ese activities 
involve the entire life-cycle of systems acquisition, including 
research, design, development, implementation and testing of 
AT measures.

Th e loss of some military technology due to reverse engineering 
has led to several initiatives by the DoD, the most recent of which is 
an anti-tamper policy released in 1999, followed by the designation 
of an anti-tamper executive agent in 2001 (controlled by the U.S. Air 
Force). Th is newly established body has created an assessment process 
for the tamper resistance of new military equipment that is subject 
to military capture, or loss through logistics failure or poor foreign 
military sales (FMS) policy. In addition to the assessment process, 
new guidance has been issued to all weapon systems designers to 
identify all critical program information (CPI) in a system and a plan 
to protect that information through anti-tamper mechanisms. 

Encryption Standards
One of the tools of data system security and anti-tamper systems is 
data encryption. Encryption research and assessment has been the 

Processing Security – A Dimensional 
Requirement

J. Ryan Kenny, Product Marketing Manager, CPU Technology

work of the U.S. National Security Agency (NSA) since its inception 
in 1949, but multiple commercial bodies have also researched and 
developed public and private encryption standards.

NSA and the National Institute of Standards (NIST) arrived at a 
common encryption standard for government systems. Th is standard 
is called the Advanced Encryption Standard (AES). AES has its 
own standards document: FIPS 197. NIST and NSA also released 
a security standard for the encryption modules themselves called 
FIPS 140. Systems assessed for compliance under FIPS 140 typically 
use FIPS 197. Most government and some commercial encryption 
systems are now required to conform to FIPS 140 for the physical 
implementation of their encryption modules. Th e current version is 
called FIPS 140-2.

While there are many laboratories that can now assess compliance 
with FIPS 140, many national assessment bodies are discovering that 
the actual implementation of FIPS 140 and FIPS 197 yields a very 
non-standard level of security. Th at is to say, many implementations 
of the AES encryption standard have been insecure because of how 
they are implemented and how the encryption keys are stored.

Th is is an important topic in the design and manufacture of 
secure processors, as the processor architecture plays a key role in 
how encryption keys are stored and used. Th is has been featured 
in news items recently, where malicious players have been able to 
extract encryption keys from hardware that protects PIN numbers at 
automated teller machines (ATMs).

ISO, Common Criteria and “Trusted Computing”
End-to-end security requirements for processing systems now have 
a vast array of diff erent standards and assessment bodies with little 
commonality. Many of these standards refer only to the design of 
hardware or to the design of applications and software, while others 
attempt to assess the security level of only one layer at a time in a 
system. Th e objective of trusted computing is to enable a system of 
hardware, operating systems and interconnects in such a way that 
individual users can be authenticated and a set of policy-based rules 
can be enforced.

Probably the most well known security certifi cation is the 
Common Criteria assessment (ISO/IEC 15408). Th is certifi cation 
is the result of an international treaty called the Common Criteria 
Recognition Agreement (CCRA) that consolidated basic defi nitions 
and security methodologies for certifi cation in the mid 1990s. 

Common Criteria assessments are carried out on operating 
systems, bus and computer platforms, peripherals such as smart 
cards, and fi rewall hardware\software. Labs that are ISO-certifi ed to 
perform Common Criteria assessments are contracted to perform 
them. Th e objective of the Common Criteria rating system is to 
enable a large number of security-assessed computer components to 
be matched together, such that the overall security state of the system 
is that of its “weakest” member or lowest level of certifi cation.

Th ough the Common Criteria assessment rating of a component 
(called the evaluation assurance level (EAL)) is rarely specifi ed in 
procurements outside of a few government systems, achieving a 
higher EAL in a component will make the component more desirable 
in the design of secure systems.

Security Requirements in Systems
Security incidents and vulnerabilities revealed in the last few years 
have exploded into a new set of security requirements in both 
government and commercial systems. Among these is the discovery 

of cloned networking equipment in the last 10 years, which hurts 
the brand image of the manufacturer and places unknown digital 
content into U.S. networks. Th e fabless separation between design 
and manufacture in semiconductors has raised concerns about the 
potential of placing malicious circuitry into a vendor’s chip supply 
with virtually no way to detect the malicious alterations.

Anti-Tamper

Th e requirements for anti-tamper protection are probably the least 
developed and, certainly, the least documented. Th e actual sources 
of these requirements from the military standpoint come from the 
DoD instruction 5200.39 and the DoD 5200 series of acquisition 
manuals. Th ese require a program protection plan (PPP) in 
acquisition planning that identifi es all the CPI in a defense system, 
and a plan to protect that information in case of a security breach or 
reverse engineering.

Th ere are no strict written standards for complying with 
instruction 5200.39 and PPP requirements. However, these 
information protection plans must show distinct ways in which 
sensitive and valuable information is protected in a system, and 
these plans are reviewed and approved by Pentagon offi  cials during 
acquisition milestones.

In documenting these plans at various milestones, acquisition 
offi  cials will refer to past security assessments of systems and 
components in the system. As an example, if a processor is used in 
an aircraft system, acquisition offi  cials will request documentation 
of past vulnerability assessments and security assessments of that 
processor, and make recommendations based on those assessments.

Th erefore, component anti-tamper assessments are very important 
in getting parts selected into programs with CPI. Historically, these 
assessments have been performed by a variety of diff erent government 
labs (Navy, Air Force, Department of Energy, NSA, etc.) 

Trusted Source

A Pentagon offi  ce called the Defense Microelectronic Activity 
(DMEA) established a program offi  ce called the Trusted Access 
Program Offi  ce (TAPO). Th is offi  ce performs accreditation of 
companies as trusted suppliers to the U.S. government.

Th e designation of a trusted supplier includes examination of 
all phases of design and acquisition. Th erefore, a manufacturer with 
a trusted supplier designation has supplier benefi ts with respect to 
manufacturing and manufacturing logistics. However, another 
supplier without this accreditation may control program phases in 
early design and development. Having a trusted supplier accreditation 
as an integrator includes all phases of design tool access, material 
handling, test and article logistics.

Th is accreditation is performed on a facility, company or division, 
and is not program- or application-specifi c.

Trusted Computing

Th ere are two basic sources of commercial certifi cation and assessment 
for a trusted computing platform. Th e fi rst is the Common Criteria 
assessment and the second is compliance with a new industry 
consortium called the Trusted Computing Group (TCG). NSA 
usually performs additional levels of “hidden” assessments for 
government and sensitive information systems.

Th e Common Criteria assessment is most commonly performed 
on applications and operating systems. Single-user computer 
platforms and servers are sometimes certifi ed as well. Th e degree 
to which components of an information system need to undergo 

See Processing Security page 38
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Many vertically integrated corporations operate as both 
wholesalers and retailers of some materials or services. In other 
words, such a company not only sells some materials or services 

that are necessary inputs for one of its competitor’s fi nished goods or 
services, but it also sells the same fi nished goods or services at retail. 
What happens, then, if the seller prices its wholesale services so high 
that its competitor cannot profi tably compete with the low price at 
which the dominant fi rm sells at retail? Th is is the question that the 
United States Supreme Court set out to answer in Pacifi c Bell Tel. Co. 
v. linkLine Communications, Inc.

Th e United States Supreme Court case of Pacifi c Bell Tel. Co. v. 
linkLine Communications, Inc. highlights the struggle between 
small businesses and large corporations that operate at the 
wholesale or retail levels—or both—in the supply chain.  In 
particular, the smaller fi rm must protect itself from the possibility 
of a price squeeze through legal means other than federal 
antitrust law (e.g., long-term, price-protected contracts) or 
through careful business planning (e.g., arranging for alternative 
sources of supply or developing its own substitutes).

Before turning to the specifi cs of the case, a bit of basic economic 
background may be helpful. Th ere are two basic ways that a vertically 
integrated incumbent fi rm can create a bottleneck for its downstream 
competitors. In either case, the incumbent fi rm must control a 
“facility” (i.e., usually a raw material or component part necessary for 
the production of fi nished goods or some sort of infrastructure needed 
for the delivery of a service). First, the incumbent may simply refuse 
to deal with its retail competitors. Second, it may agree to sell the 
desired input, but only on terms that make it impossible for its retail 
competitors to achieve a reasonable profi t. Th e linkLine case presents 
an example of the latter scenario, which is commonly referred to as a 
“price squeeze.” Th ere are two key elements to a price squeeze:

Th e vertically integrated fi rm charges its downstream  ▪
competitors a price for an essential facility that will not permit 
them to operate at a reasonable profi t, even if they are equally 
effi  cient.

Th e vertically integrated fi rm does not charge its retail arm the  ▪
same high price that it charges its competitors.

Against this backdrop, it is clear that a price squeeze can only 
exist when the dominant fi rm actually controls the retailer’s input 
market. Put diff erently, an attempted price squeeze is doomed to 
failure if there are eff ective substitutes (in suffi  cient quantities) for 
the dominant fi rm’s facility; if there are substitutes, the downstream 
purchasers will simply buy their inputs from other sources.

linkLine arose in the context of Internet digital subscriber line 
(DSL) service, which both AT&T (after a merger with Pacifi c Bell) 
and several independent service providers (ISPs) off er to consumers. 
But because the service is off ered over telephone lines, competing 
DSL providers need access to AT&T’s land-line facilities. Th e ISPs 
fi led suit against AT&T, arguing that AT&T violated Section 2 
of the Sherman Act by, among other things, subjecting them to a 
classic price squeeze (i.e., by setting a high wholesale price for DSL 
transport and a low retail price for DSL Internet service). Th e district 
court and the Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals both held that this 
theory was actionable. However, the U.S. Supreme Court disagreed, 
despite venerable authority to the contrary. Specifi cally at issue was 
Judge Learned Hand’s opinion in United States v. Aluminum Co. of 
America (Alcoa).1 In that case, Alcoa allegedly used its monopoly 
power in the upstream aluminum ingot market to squeeze the profi ts 
of downstream sheet fabricators. Judge Hand held on those facts 
“Th at it was unlawful to set the price of ‘sheet’ so low and hold the 
price of ingot so high, seems to us unquestionable…” Th e linkLine 
Court acknowledged this precedent, but dismissed it based on 
“developments in economic theory” and more recent decisions of the 
Supreme Court (discussed in the next paragraph).

Part 1 of 2: Lessons for Supply Chain 
Businesses: Antitrust Implications of 

Recent Price Squeeze Decision by the U.S. 
Supreme Court

Randy D. Gordon, Partner, Gardere Wynne Sewell LLP

In 2009, GSA will bring GSA Forum readers a two-part series analyzing legal issues such as antitrust and bankruptcy. Th ese articles will be written 
by Gardere Wynne Sewell LLP, one of the Southwest’s largest full-service law fi rms providing legal services to private and public companies and 
individuals in areas of energy, litigation, corporate, tax, environmental, labor and employment, intellectual property, governmental aff airs and 
fi nancial services.

While GSA does not endorse any particular perspective, we believe whether you agree or disagree, these articles will encourage semiconductor 
companies and their partners to ask and begin identifying answers to some diffi  cult and challenging questions.

Th e Court’s reasoning is twofold and fl ows from two background 
sources. First, AT&T has no antitrust duty to deal with the ISPs.  
(Any duty to deal fl owed from Federal Communications Commission 
(FCC) regulations, not the Sherman Act.) Th us, according to the 
Court, if there was no duty to sell, there could be no duty to sell to 
the ISPs at prices they prefer. Th e Court’s analysis was in some sense 
dictated by its 2004 decision in Communications Inc. v. Law Offi  ces of 
Curtis V. Trinko, LLP.2 Trinko complained that his telephone carrier, 
AT&T, had been disadvantaged by certain allegedly anti-competitive 
conduct by the local incumbent carrier, Verizon, and that he and a 
putative class of customers had been harmed. Boiled to its essence, 
Trinko’s complaint was that Verizon had a duty to assist its rivals 
and thereby make the local telephone market more competitive. But 
the Court found no reason to depart from the general rule that “the 
Sherman Act does not restrict the long recognized right of a trader 
or manufacturer engaged in an entirely private business, freely to 
exercise his own independent discretion as to parties with whom he 
will deal.” And so here, in the linkLine Court’s view:

Th ere is no meaningful distinction between the ‘insuffi  cient 
assistance’ claims we rejected in Trinko and the plaintiff ’s price 
squeeze claims in the instant case… Th e nub of the complaint 
in both Trinko and this case is identical—the plaintiff s alleged 
that the defendants (upstream monopolists) abused their power 
in the wholesale market to prevent rival fi rms from competing 
eff ectively in the retail market. Trinko holds that such claims are 
not cognizable under the Sherman Act… 

Lurking in the shadows of the plaintiff ’s case in Trinko was Aspen 
Skiing Co. v. Aspen Highlands Skiing Corp.,3 a 1985 decision of the 
Supreme Court. Th at decision has been much criticized and is seen 
by most courts, commentators and practitioners as something of 
an outlier. Th e case arose when the owner of three of four Aspen 
ski areas broke off  a long-running cooperative agreement (to issue 
joint tickets) with the owner of the fourth. Th e smaller concern 
believed that its survival depended on continued issuance of joint 
tickets and undertook a series of increasingly desperate measures 
to re-create the joint ticket, including—at one point—an off er to 
purchase the dominant fi rm’s tickets at retail price. But the dominant 
fi rm refused even this, which led to a jury verdict against it and an 
ultimate affi  rmance by the Supreme Court: “[t]he jury may well 
have concluded that [the defendant] elected to forgo these short-run 
benefi ts because it was more interested in reducing competition…
over the long run by harming its smaller competitor.” Th e Trinko 
Court was thus forced to make sense of Aspen Skiing in light of 
the general rule that a party has no duty to aid a competitor. It did 
so by, in essence, limiting Aspen Skiing to its facts, which thereby 
reinvigorated the older rule that unilateral refusals to deal are not 
generally a matter of antitrust concern:

Aspen Skiing is at or near the boundary [of antitrust liability]. 
Th e Court there found signifi cance in the defendant’s decision 
to cease participation in a cooperative venture. Th e unilateral 
termination of a voluntary (and thus presumably profi table) 
course of dealing suggested a willingness to forsake short-
term profi ts to achieve an anti-competitive end. Similarly, the 
defendant’s unwillingness to renew the ticket even if compensated 
at retail price revealed a distinctly anti-competitive bent. 

Second, because low prices typically benefi t consumers, there can 
be no liability for retail pricing unless that pricing is “predatory.” 
Th is reasoning is based on a fear of “false positives”—in other words, 
fi nding antitrust liability in situations that are actually pro-competitive 
because (although they may harm individual competitors) they 
result in consumer savings. Th us, according to the Court, “To avoid 
chilling aggressive price competition, we have carefully limited the 
circumstances under which plaintiff s can state a Sherman Act claim 
by alleging that prices are too low.” In practice, then, “to prevail on 
a predatory pricing claim, a plaintiff  must demonstrate that: (1) the 
prices complained of are below an appropriate measure of its rival’s 
costs; and (2) there is a ‘dangerous probability’ that the defendant 
will be able to recoup its ‘investment’ in below-cost prices.” Th is two-
part test assures, as the Court noted in Brooke Group Ltd v. Brown 
& Williamson Tobacco Corp.,4 that effi  cient competitors will not be 
penalized for their ability to deliver low prices:

As a general rule, the exclusionary eff ect of prices above a relevant 
measure of cost either refl ects the lower cost structure of the alleged 
predator, and so represents competition on the merits, or is beyond 
the practical ability of a judicial tribunal to control without courting 
intolerable risks of chilling legitimate price cutting. To hold that the 
antitrust laws protect competitors from the loss of profi ts due to 
such price competition would, in eff ect, render illegal any decision 
by a fi rm to cut prices in order to increase market share. Th e antitrust 
laws require no such perverse result.

Th erefore, in linkLine, unless AT&T could be shown to have 
priced below cost and is likely to “recoup” those losses after driving 
off  the ISPs, then AT&T cannot be liable for its low retail prices. 
Th at matter was not squarely before the Court, and it will be left to 
the district court to sort out on remand. But the Court was clearly 
skeptical: “For if AT&T can bankrupt the plaintiff s by refusing to 
deal altogether, the plaintiff s must demonstrate why the law prevents 
AT&T from putting them out of the market.” Given this statement, 
one can easily posit that the day will come when the Supreme Court 
altogether vitiates this type of predatory pricing claim.

Summing up, the Court held that the ISPs’ price-squeeze claim is 
“nothing more than an amalgamation of a meritless claim at the retail 
level and a meritless claim at the wholesale level. If there is no duty to 
deal at the wholesale level and no predatory pricing at the retail level, 
then a fi rm is certainly not required to price both of these services in 
a manner that preserves its rivals’ profi t margins.”

Th e takeaway for any business operating at both wholesale and 
retail levels of the supply chain is this: if there is no generalized 
duty to deal with a purchaser under the federal antitrust laws and 
if the business is selling at retail above its cost, then there is no duty 
to price its wholesale and retail sales at levels assuring a wholesale 
customer/retail competitor a “fair,” “reasonable” or “suffi  cient” profi t. 
In other words, “[i]f both the wholesale price and the retail price are 
independently lawful, there is no basis for imposing antitrust liability 
simply because a vertically integrated fi rm’s wholesale price happens 
to be greater than or equal to its retail price.” For a fi rm dependent 
on another fi rm that is both its supplier and competitor, linkLine 
teaches that the smaller fi rm must protect itself from the possibility 
of a price squeeze through legal means other than federal antitrust 
law (e.g., long-term, price-protected contracts) or through careful 
business planning (e.g., arranging for alternative sources of supply or 
developing its own substitutes). ▪

See Antitrust page 42
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Dune Networks is a semiconductor supplier 
of networking devices, facilitating the build 
of data center, enterprise and carrier Ethernet 
solutions. Dune provides a switching solution 
that allows capacity, port rate and service 
scheme scalability. Th is extends the life cycle 
of packet platforms from three to ten years 
and longer, revolutionizing the economics of 
packet networks. 

Dune recently released the Petra P330 
device, which integrates packet processing. 
Th e Petra solution off ers the ability to 
design high-density switching line cards 
ranging from 24 to 48 10GE ports for data 
center and carrier access applications. For 
the fi rst time, this enables a no-compromise 
switching system design, including a strictly 
non-blocking fabric, 100ms packet buff er 
and densities of up to 768 ports of 10GE 
or 40GE/100GE equivalent with a single 
stage fabric. Furthermore, the P330 enables 
the build of switching systems featuring 
power and cost metrics similar to legacy 1GE 
switching systems. 

Th e P330 incorporates a fl exible packet 
processor using micro-code engines. Th e 

OneChip Photonics, headquartered 
in Ottawa, Canada, develops and 
manufactures low-cost, high-performance 
optical transceivers, based on monolithic 
photonic ICs (PICs) in indium phosphide 
(InP), for access networks and other mass-
market broadband applications. OneChip’s 
breakthrough approach and technology will 
remove the cost and performance barriers 
that have been impeding the ubiquitous 
deployment of fi ber-to-the-home (FTTH) 
and enable new business and consumer 
broadband applications. Currently, the 
company is developing these low-cost, high-
performance transceivers for optical network 
terminals (ONTs) and optical line terminals 
(OLTs) in Ethernet passive optical networks 
(EPON) and gigabit passive optical networks 
(GPON).

Th e company recently secured $19.5 
million in venture capital fi nancing from 
leading Canadian and U.S. investors, 
including BDC Venture Capital, DCM, 
GrowthWorks Canadian Fund and 

packet processor is purpose-built for data 
center and metro access applications. Packet-
processing features include comprehensive 
L2 bridging, L3 IPv4 and IPv6 unicast and 
multicast routing, and fl exible L2/L3/L4 
aware access lists (ACLs). For data centers, 
the P330 off ers additional benefi ts such as 
enhanced transmission control protocol 
(TCP) performance, TCP starvation 
avoidance, lossless Ethernet support, high 
fan-out equal cost multiple paths (ECMPs) 
and link aggregation groups (LAGs), security 
and policing, and virtualization support. ▪
“GSA has been an invaluable resource to Dune 
Networks by providing up-to-date information 
about the fabless semiconductor ecosystem, 
driving data sharing within members and 
compiling these numbers into benchmarking 

Morgenthaler Ventures. Th is funding will 
enable the company to expand its operations 
globally and deliver the only fully integrated 
FTTH transceivers on the market, which will 
provide higher performance than competing 
solutions at signifi cantly lower cost. ▪
“OneChip Photonics looks forward to working 
with GSA members to promote and support 
leading-edge technology innovation and 
the widespread deployment of broadband 
technologies to businesses and consumers 
worldwide. GSA provides OneChip with access 
to a wealth of semiconductor industry knowledge 
and research, and it gives us the opportunity to 

fi gures. GSA plays a key role in strengthening 
the fabless semiconductor industry and Dune 
will continue contributing to its future 
development.”

– Ori Aruj, Vice President, Marketing, Dune 
Networks
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team with other global companies and thought 
leaders to drive progress on key industry issues.” 

– Steve Bauer, Vice President, Marketing, 
OneChip Photonics 
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Not surprisingly, the past quarter hasn’t been the most stellar for 
semiconductor start-ups. Many have folded, and new investment 
dollars have been scarce. Most entrepreneurs would blame the market 
and venture capital community. Most investors would blame the capital 
intensity of the fabless semiconductor start-up business model and 
lack of return on investment (ROI). I see bits of truth on both sides. 
However, putting on my investor/shareholder hat, business is business 
—the goal is to make money, and poor performance is not rewarded.

Taking a softer stance, the low-hanging fruit is long gone; the 
semiconductor business has become big business. Th e classic digital 
system-on-chip (SOC) start-up model is stressed, to say the least. In 
fact, for the past few months, I have been exploring the viability of the 
virtual application-specifi c standard product (ASSP) business model, 
based on intellectual property (IP) combined with fi eld-programmable 
gate arrays (FPGAs) and perhaps the next logical step in the shift from 
integrated device manufacturing (IDM) to fabless and then to chipless.

However, semiconductor innovation still thrives, even if it is the 
result of an accidental discovery, as is the case with SiOnyx, which 
was founded in 2006 to commercialize shallow junction photonics, a 
patented semiconductor process coined “black silicon” by researchers at 
Harvard University who fi rst discovered the phenomenon. SiOnyx has 
secured $13.2 million from Harris & Harris, Polaris Venture Partners, 
RedShift Ventures and private investors. 

Th e most common material used in photonic systems is silicon. 
While silicon makes an excellent visible light detector, it is useless 
in detecting other wavelengths commonly found in nature. Exotic 
materials, such as indium gallium arsenide, lead and cadmium, have 
been used to overcome this limitation of silicon; however, they are 
expensive and toxic.

SiOnyx is focused on commercializing the unique optoelectronic 
properties of pulsed laser modifi ed semiconductors for imaging, power 
generation and low-light detection applications. Black silicon is created 
by shining a series of very short, very intense laser pulses at a silicon 
surface in a chamber fi lled with gas such as sulfur hexafl uoride or 
chlorine. Th e SiOnyx implant method is compatible with established 
semiconductor manufacturing processes and introduces no new 
material.

In the presence of the laser light, the gas reacts with the silicon 
surface, leaving a pattern of conical spikes. SiOnyx fi rst thought that the 
spiked silicon surface was responsible for the characteristics it observed. 
However, further research revealed that shallow junction photonics was 
the phenomenon responsible for the remarkable performance.

Shallow junction photonics is a patented semiconductor process 
that exploits unique atomic-level alterations that occur in materials 
irradiated by high-intensity lasers. Crystalline materials subject to 
these intense, localized energy events undergo a transformative change 
without any thermal interaction; the atomic structure becomes 
instantaneously disordered, and new compounds are “locked in” as the 
substrate re-crystallizes.

When applied to silicon, the result is a highly doped, optically 
opaque shallow junction interface that is thousands of times more 
sensitive to light than conventional semiconductor materials.

Th e unique atomic confi guration established in the SiOnyx process 
produces a thin-fi lm, broad spectrum detector that delivers astonishingly 
high response in comparison to typical semiconductor devices. Black 
silicon is 100 times more sensitive to light than silicon, detects energy 
from ultraviolet (UV) to short-wave infrared (SWIR), operates at a 
low-voltage bias, is extremely thin (>0.50μm), and is compatible with 
existing CMOS process fl ows.

Higher sensitivity means better resolution at low-light levels for 
everything from scientifi c instrumentation to radiological imaging and 
laser ranging/tracking. Broader spectral response will make SiOnyx’s 
shallow junction photonics the technology of choice for laser detection 
in the infrared waveband. 

For image sensors, shallow junction photonics technology enables 
1μm2 pixels that produce more signal than 36μm2 traditional silicon 
pixels, while capturing photons within a thin half-micron layer, solving 
crosstalk and red/infrared sensitivity issues.

SiOnyx detectors, operating at bias voltages as low as 3.3V, 
outperform the industry’s best avalanche photodiodes (APDs). Shallow 
junction photonics promotes the integration of detectors with other 
circuitry and holds the promise of ultra thin-fi lm solar cells with a 
fraction of the required silicon bulk material.

Applications range from simple light detectors to advanced 
medical imaging systems. Samples of initial devices, most likely simple 
photodetectors, are planned for late 2009. Initial target markets are 
medical imaging and other high-value markets. SiOnyx is currently 
engaging with industry partners.

Th at’s a reasonably interesting and compelling story. One could 
probably dedicate a small army of doctorates to researching and 
developing technology equivalent to SiOnyx’s. Yet, in this case, 
innovation is the result of an accidental discovery, which saves a lot 
of cash and time. Now that SiOnyx has made these discoveries, the 
technology appears to be extremely promising and can be applied to 
a myriad of applications and markets to deliver devices with vastly 
superior performance. ▪
Stephen Saylor, President & CEO
Susan Alie, VP, Process Engineering & Manufacturing
Dr. Homayoon Haddad, VP, Device Engineering
Dr. Martin Pralle, VP, Business Development
Dr. James Carey, Principal Scientist & Co-Founder
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and market requirements upfront) will enable automakers to grow 
and profi t while eliminating waste. Th ese gains will be driven by the 
ability to work in 3D, and not just the visual 3D associated with CAD 
applications, but with simulation, digital manufacturing and more. 

Conclusion
Looking at the past 20 years in automotive design, the real 
diff erentiator between cars with a low price point and those marketed 
for tens of thousands of dollars more isn’t the number of cylinders, 
the size of the vehicle or even the body design. It isn’t the minute 
intricacies of leather detailing and high-gloss fi nishes—it’s what 
the car can do for its driver and passengers. It’s what the onboard 
computer can instruct it to do, how quickly it can elicit a response 
and how reliably it can prevent failure. Electronics are vital to today’s 
automobiles. 

Early in the development cycle, engineers need a solution that 
fosters effi  cient systems design and takes into account how well 
software and electronics fi t and work within the entire digital car 
mockup. 

Only PLM can ensure that all aspects of auto manufacturing 
intersect successfully in this way. ▪
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Th e integration of these architectural elements with a judicious 
variety and quantity of broadband interfaces, such as Gigabit 
Ethernet, Universal Serial Bus (USB) 2.0 and Peripheral Component 
Interconnect (PCI), maximizes fl exibility, reduces time-to-market 
and, most importantly, minimizes BOM cost. Th e addition of an 
integrated DDR2/3 memory controller can further reduce BOM 
cost by enabling the use of low-cost, high-performance DDR2/3 
memory. Reduced Gigabit Media Independent Interface (RGMII) 
and serial interface options, including PCI Express and serial Flash 
(Serial Peripheral Interface (SPI)), facilitate reduced pin-count 
packaging options and a simplifi ed board design.

While other less integrated solutions struggle to achieve wire-
speed throughput and may degrade performance when managing 
multiple voice channels and/or customer applications in parallel, an 
architecture such as this maximizes packet processing throughput for 
all broadband access gateway service mixes and applications. With 
best-in-class performance, market-leading power consumption and 
ground-breaking BOM cost points, this architecture enables systems 
and service providers to successfully and profi tably bring next-
generation CPE products to end users. Th e level of performance 

supported by this architecture not only exceeds the requirements of 
the most demanding service providers today, but will support plenty 
of margin for the future. ▪
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feature confi guration options. While adding modest complexity 
and therefore unit cost to a design, the benefi ts of reduced NRE risk 
and virtualized SKU’ing bring strong competitive and economic 
advantages. As these POA devices incorporate the confi guration 
and management of premium product features and services, the 
requirement to secure these devices and the systems they support 
becomes a critical requirement for the system architect.

Applications for Secure POAs 
During the 1980s and early 1990s, it was semiconductor chips that 
delivered new technologies for system developers. While product 
system engineers and engineering managers are still coping with 
recent changes, the delivery vehicle for new electronic technologies 
is now IP. IP comes in many forms such as silicon IP, fi rmware, 
technology (patent) licensing and software. To further emphasize 
this point, there is no technologist today in our traditional high-
tech economies who does not spend part of his day reading licensing 
terms and conditions.

Several applications for consumer electronic POAs are identifi ed 
below:

Mobile phone SOC. ▪
Media player SOC. ▪
Home AV equipment SOC. ▪
Digital television (DTV) SOC. ▪
Set-top box (STB) SOC. ▪
Home networking SOC. ▪
Advanced DVD technology SOC. ▪

Th ese devices may incorporate premium features or services, 
which may be confi gured anywhere in the global supply chain or in 
the aftermarket, such as:

High-resolution digital camera sensor. ▪

Premium high-resolution video. ▪
Combination of video and audio communications. ▪
Premium surround sound audio. ▪
Secure communications. ▪
Internet television. ▪
Premium multi-media programming and content. ▪
Virtual private network (VPN). ▪
Online banking. ▪
Electronic credit and debit payment transactions. ▪

As intuited from the types of POA applications above, the 
importance of securing information owned by the product developer, 
IP provider, service provider and/or the end user is critical to 
protecting each party’s investment in the future. For POA-based 
devices and systems, the prospects for virtualizing SKUs, as well 
as supporting aftermarket feature and/or conditional access service 
activation, bring about a powerful shift in how new consumer 
electronic markets will be addressed.

A technical approach to establishing trust in POA device and 
system technologies benefi ts everyone as new markets and economies 
are developed through healthy and fair competition by all parties 
with minimal negative economic impact due to gray markets and 
unfair trade practices. Importantly, the individual end user may also 
rest easier knowing that his information, fi nancial and otherwise, is 
private and secure. ▪
About the Author 
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through thousands of kilometers of optical fi ber. In addition, service 
providers ever vigilant in their quest to minimize capital expenditures 
are demanding that their equipment vendors deliver next-generation 
network performance while utilizing the existing installed optical 
fi ber network. Th is has led to the development of sophisticated 
modulation formats that require highly linear analog front-ends.

Optical communication systems have traditionally used on/off  
keying as a modulation format such as nonreturn-to-zero (NRZ). 
However, existing installed optical fi bers are not designed to support 
speeds beyond 10Gbps using NRZ modulation since 40Gbps or 
100Gbps NRZ signals would occupy too broad a spectrum in the 
optical fi ber. In addition, at higher speeds, such as 40G or 100G, 
fi ber impairments, such as polarization mode dispersion, limit the 
distance over which such signals can be transmitted.3 Th erefore, 
carriers are adopting advanced modulation schemes with multi-level 
formats, such as dual polarization-quadrature phase shift keying (DP-
QPSK), which enable higher speed transmission over longer distances 
on currently installed optical fi ber. Such modulation formats require 
highly linear analog front-ends, and a key component is a highly 
linear transimpedance amplifi er (TIA) to faithfully amplify signals 
received by the photodiode.

Improving Energy Effi ciency
A large data center with 40,000 to 80,000 servers draws 5MW to 
13MW for the memory subsystem alone.4 Th is is approximately 15 
percent to 25 percent of the server system’s total power consumption. 
High-performance broadband analog technologies can help improve 
a memory subsystem’s energy effi  ciency. As previously described, 
DDR3-based memory subsystems consume less power than DDR2 
due to lower operating voltages and other power-saving techniques 
specifi ed by the DDR3 standard.

High-performance broadband analog solutions will enable data 
centers to deliver more computational capacity with lower power. 
Th rough the use of the power-saving techniques previously discussed, 
broadband analog I/O technologies can yield over $400,000 in 
annual energy savings for a large data center via reductions in power 
and cooling costs.

Conclusion
As enterprises and consumers increasingly adopt services delivered 
by the cloud computing model, data center computing capacity 
and network bandwidth will need to keep pace. High-performance 
broadband analog solutions are delivering key performance and 
power improvements in the cloud computing infrastructure such 
as a 2x increase in memory capacity and throughput to meet 
virtualization demands, a 10x increase in network speed and lower 
power consumption for memory subsystems. ▪
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Th e whole verifi cation perspective changes once designers 
experience transaction-based verifi cation via emulation because being 
able to setup a powerful test environment free from cumbersome ICE 
hardware means easier and more eff ective debugging. Th e goal is the 
same — better design in less time — but the experience can be less 
challenging. In fact, within a few years, 80 percent of design teams 
will use transaction-based verifi cation.

Th e EDSFair survey produced some other noteworthy results from 
respondents, most of who work for consumer electronics companies 
in Japan. Many wrote that they were planning to purchase emulators 
within the next six to 12 months, with applications ranging from 
ASIC validation to hardware/software co-verifi cation. Interestingly, 
when asked which language they used, the overwhelming majority 
claimed Verilog, with very high-speed IC hardware description 
language (VHDL) a distant second. Verilog is the language of choice 

for testbench design as well.
Consumer electronics design teams are fi nding that a new class of 

emulators are fast, aff ordable and can execute billions of verifi cation 
cycles as required for embedded designs in a short period of time. 
It is allowing them to plan more strategically and to successfully 
implement hardware/software co-verifi cation. Th e results will soon be 
apparent to consumers who continue to demand better convergence 
in their electronics devices. ▪
About the Author
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diff erent from those that buy PC components, so breaking into these 
new accounts will be diffi  cult and time-consuming.

Mastering the Market
Th e fast-growing smartphone market is an attractive target for 
semiconductor vendors. To succeed in this market, however, a vendor 
must have a broad technology portfolio so they can deliver highly 
integrated chips for next-generation smartphones. Th ese vendors 
must also provide basic software and validate their processors with 
leading third-party operating systems and applications. Finally, they 
must rapidly improve their products’ CPU performance, multimedia 

capability, connectivity features, power, size and cost. Vendors that 
master this complex set of trade-off s will be rewarded with high-
volume design wins. ▪
About the Author
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Figure 2b. Yield Analysis of the MEMS System with σ = 200Hz

The Virtual Fabrication Process as the Unique 
Solution to Facilitate Market Success 
Right-on-fi rst-pass is the golden objective of any system integrator 
faced with a diversity of local fl aws and interfacing hurdles. Th e 
priority is to minimize the risk of detecting bugs at the silicon stage. 
Th is requires a skillful mixing of simulations and silicon qualifi cations. 
Th e aim is to identify the main critical parameters or innovative 
design parts and to correlate simulations and silicon measurements 
on those parts. 

Th e virtual fabrication process is the unique solution to increase 
yield by selecting the most robust architectures and to accelerate 
time-to-market for innovative MEMS. Indeed, in those applications, 
the main challenge is validating worst-case confi gurations in a multi-
domain system. 

Th e objective is to check the conformity of measurements with 
diff erent tolerance templates specifi ed for jitter, loop stability (in the 
case of a closed-loop system), power supply and noise reference. More 
than respecting specifi cations, it permits to assess design margins.

Direct Application to the Calibration Process and 
Industrial Test
Th e modeling technique previously described can be used to increase 
system reliability—sensor and electronics—and interest in several 
market segments. Indeed, it is important to understand how the 
system can be calibrated: either by self calibration using embedded error 
compensation structures or by a software calibration sub-routine.

Th anks to the design chain, it is possible to determine the 

parameters which may change and cause a performance loss in the 
ME+MS system.

To continue with the accelerometer example, each electronic 
component has gain, off set, linearity, power supply or temperature 
behavior to add to the sensor behavior. By performing a sensitivity 
analysis of the ME+MS system with the simulation models previously 
described, the ME+MS-based SOC designer can tune the most 
eff ective compensation mechanism and then optimize the calibration 
of both sensor and electronics.

Practical Experience
Th e combination of an electromechanical basic eff ects library, an 
electronic element library and an eff ective mixed-signal multi-
level simulator enables graphic modeling and simulation of high-
performance multi-domain systems. 

Applying distribution functions on simulation model parameters 
helps determine where design or process optimizations are necessary 
to bring system behavior within an acceptable range. Simulation runs 
of an optimized design with parameters that match the fabrication 
unit’s process variations allow for the prediction of yield of fi nal 
MEMS devices. Right-on-fi rst-pass is no longer black magic.

Th e next stage will be to diff erentiate the levels of behavioral 
and structural modeling for a MEMS MS and to introduce their 
automatic verifi cation of equivalence. ▪
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Processing Security continued from page 31

Common Criteria assessments depends on the requirements of the 
government or institutional user of the system. Th is certifi cation is 
typically not performed on a processor architecture by itself, but on 
a computer system.

Th ere are seven levels of assessment referred to as EALs:

EAL One: ▪  Functionally Tested.

EAL Two: ▪  Structurally Tested.

EAL Th ree: ▪  Methodically Tested and Checked.

EAL Four: ▪  Methodically Designed, Tested and Reviewed.

EAL Five: ▪  Semi-Formally Designed and Tested.

EAL Six: ▪  Semi-Formally Verifi ed Design and Tested.

EAL Seven: ▪  Formally Verifi ed Design and Tested.

TCG has been active in defi ning common data and software 
security standards for commercial systems. Of particular interest 
is a standard for a trusted processing module (TPM) aimed at 
supplying secure boot and protection of encryption keys within 
a processor module. Th ere are few products today utilizing the 
standards provided by this group, though security standards often 
take many years to gain momentum and acceptance.

Security in Processor Design
Security as a requirement in new silicon design is certainly 
something that will experience a high level of “dimensionality.” 
Th is means that there will continue to be some federal and military 
systems with the highest levels of security requirements, and others 
with fi nancial and proprietary needs with more modest security 
goals.

At both ends of this spectrum, systems developers are making 
two realizations: (1) software solutions are not enough, particularly 
with respect to counterfeiting and reverse engineering threats and 
(2) the most developed standards for security are those developed 
for government purposes with the strictest security requirements. 
System and processor designers are likely to utilize these standards 
in their security requirements rather than write their own, despite 

the steep probable compliance curves involved. At the very least, 
they are likely to reference these standards and state exceptions to 
them.

As these standards become referenced more in the next fi ve 
years, secure standard and embedded processor off erings are likely 
to increase. ▪
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Set-Top Boxes continued from page 23

Ethernet Transient Protection
Ethernet transceivers are achieving very high levels of performance. 
Yet, they also can exhibit an increased level of sensitivity to damage 
from cable discharge and ESD. On Ethernet transceivers, especially, 
it is essential to choose devices that will breakdown under the typical 
5V breakdown. Figure 3 shows an example of using a silicon TVS 
protection solution for cable discharge and ESD protection. Th is 
Ethernet circuit protection scheme uses a 2.5V working voltage device 
which gives the advantage of achieving very low clamping voltage. 

Figure 3. Ethernet Protection Schemes

Additionally, on gigabit Ethernet interfaces, it is critical to keep 
the I/O-to-I/O capacitance low to avoid any packet loss or packet 
errors. Th is scheme shows a protection device which features a 
2.5V working voltage and presents an I/O-to-I/O capacitance of 
approximately 3pF.

Transient Protection for xDSL Interface
DSL is becoming more common as a user interface port equipped on 
the set-top box. In some markets, it is more advantageous and cost 
eff ective to deliver IPTV content over an xDSL interface.

DSL line drivers connected to the public telephone network are 
threatened by both lightning transients and the ever-present ESD 
events. Th us, good protection must adequately address protecting 
against the fast rise time of the ESD pulse and also provide suffi  cient 
surge handling to shunt the transient energy within the lightning 
pulse. Most DSL transient protection schemes employ a multi-
layered approach by using protection elements on both the line side 
and the driver transceiver side of the transformer. 

On the line side, a crowbar protection element is usually chosen 
to take the initial surge. A crowbar device exhibits a discontinuous IV 
curve characteristic, with a suffi  ciently high turn-on voltage to ensure 
that the protection element does not interfere with the telephone 
network ring signal. Th is approach has one disadvantage inherent to 
the protection scheme: crowbar elements, such as gas discharge tubes 
(GDTs) and thyristors, generally allow a relatively large let-through 
transient to the line driver side of the xDSL circuit. Th is means that 
the residual energy will transfer to the line driver side, thus placing 
a higher burden on the line side protection. To address this concern, 
the protection on the line side must shunt the high-frequency portion 
of the transient quickly enough for ESD and cable discharge and 
also provide suffi  cient surge handling to arrest a residual lightning 
pulse. It is always best to use line side shunt components that provide 
a robust rating to lighting surge. A device rated for ESD transients 
only is not suffi  cient for today’s line driver circuitry. 

USB Transient Protection

USB transceivers are particularly vulnerable to threats for ESD 
events. Supporting a data rate of 480Mbps, protection circuitry for 
USB 2.0 must also exhibit a very low capacitance. Th e USB interface 
consists of a high-speed diff erential pair (D+ and D-) and a power 
line (Vbus) that sends power over the cable. As a general guideline 
for most circuits, a USB protection component should not add more 
than 5pF of line-to-ground capacitance, and it is even better if the 
protection component presents a capacitive load less than 3pF. 

In some designs, it may be benefi cial to protect the Vbus line 
from transients in addition to the data lines. Th is device features a 
fl ow-through package design to facilitate a simple layout.

Like HDMI, the signal integrity of the USB interface can be 
viewed with an eye mask test. Any adverse eff ect to the USB signal 
integrity is manifested in the eye diagram that closes in on the test 
mask. Conversely, a nice open eye around the USB pattern mask 
shows that the USB signal is clean and within compliance of the USB 
2.0 standard. 

eSATA Transient Protection

eSATA has entered the external storage interface market touting its 
3Gbps data transfer speed. More and more eSATA interfaces are seen 
on set-top boxes co-existing with USB and FireWire. With two high-
speed diff erential data pairs supporting an external cable, eSATA is 
quite susceptible to ESD and CDE threats. 

Transient Protection for Low-Speed Interfaces
In addition to the high-speed digital interfaces, there are also 
many low-speed analog ports on the set-top box that require good 
transient voltage protection. Th ese interfaces include separate video 
(S-video), VGA, component video and Syndicat des Constructeurs 
d’Appareils Radiorécepteurs et Téléviseurs (SCART). Safeguarding 
low-speed ports can be less challenging to design into the system 
as the capacitance constraints on the protection circuit are relaxed. 
However, the lower speed interfaces are just as vulnerable, if not 
more so, to ESD transient threats.

Multi-line TVS devices off er perhaps the most effi  cient approach 
for safeguarding these ports from ESD, as they can off er a high level 
of ESD protection within a small form factor package. Figure 4 
illustrates an example of implementing two four-line TVS devices to 
protect a VGA interface.

Figure 4. ESD Protection for VGA Interface

See Set-Top Boxes page 41

Given that ESD is a nanosecond rise time event, the inductance in 
the transient path can contribute signifi cantly to the overall clamping 
voltage. Th us, it is always advisable to minimize the transient path 
to ground. Th is can be achieved by fi rst placing the protection 
components as closely as possible to the system connection, and then 
by minimizing the ground path.

Conclusion
Th e growth of high-defi nition digital video at the customer premise 
and the miniaturization trends on current generation IC technology 
necessitate using good transient voltage protection on set-top box 
platforms more than ever before. Adequate protection of set-top box 
interface transmission lines requires the reduction of transient surges 
to a safe level and mitigating the adverse impact to signal integrity. If 
chosen carefully and early in the design cycle, TVS diodes can provide 

compliance engineers a good system-level strategy to safeguard the 
key interfaces on set-top boxes. ▪
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for a long time to provide load balancing in these systems. Dialog’s 
focus will be on reducing power consumption through system-level 
power management, thereby reducing the capacity of the batteries 
or size of capacitors that are needed for energy storage.

Q: According to a recent study, the battery life of next-generation cell 
phones is not keeping up with the latest features such as Web browsing 
and social networking. What solutions from Dialog can aid in 
bridging the cell phone energy gap? Do you see your original equipment 
manufacturing (OEM) customers using power as a value proposition or 
focusing more on features? 

A: Power management ICs introduced by Dialog within the past 
two years have typically replaced discrete power management 
architectures. Th e use of these ICs has resulted in power effi  ciency 
gains of 40 percent to 60 percent in mobile applications, as 
well as accompanying cost reductions and other performance 
enhancements. Th e ability to keep up with the latest features will 
depend on how many features mobile device makers want to cram 
in their products. However, we are defi nitely making huge strides in 
extending cell phone battery life.

Our OEM customers are absolutely using power as a value 
proposition, translating into longer battery life for the end user of 
their devices.

Q: Th ere has been the argument that fi eld-programmable gate arrays 
(FPGAs) are displacing application-specifi c ICs (ASICs). What 
advantages do Dialog’s mixed-signal ASICs have over a FPGA? 

A: As you said in a previous question, analog/mixed-signal design 
is more art than science, so it is not an easy skill to learn. FPGAs 
are primarily digital devices in low geometries, so chipmakers 
have limited success when attempting to add a little bit of analog 
functionality to FPGAs. It is much easier to add digital functionality 
to a proven analog design. Dialog can develop a mixed-signal 
ASIC much faster than a FPGA company can add custom analog 
functionality to their digital devices. With ASIC-based solutions, 
Dialog off ers a huge time-to-market advantage and higher levels 
of functional integration, without the cost burden associated with 
FPGA-based solutions.

Q: Dialog recently concentrated its eff orts in the emerging electronic 
paper display market through a strategic partnership with E-Ink. How 
do Dialog’s solutions support electronic paper displays? 

A: Once again, power management is at the heart of our off ering 
with respect to electronic paper displays. Th e great advantage of 
electronic paper is that it consumes no power when it’s static. 
Dialog provides highly integrated segment drivers for 24 to 192 
segments. Once the display data is received, the driver goes into 
power-down or standby mode while the image is retained on screen. 
We’re also able to supply devices in bare-die formats so that they can 
be put into smart cards, memory cards and other applications with 
restricted space.

Q: As a result of the credit crisis, Gartner reports that consumers are 
purchasing cheaper cars with little semiconductor content. Th erefore, 
will the automotive market continue to play a strong role in the 
company?

A: Th e automotive sector is going through a tough time; however, 
it is clear that government action, particularly in Germany, is 
stimulating new demand and there are already signs of recovery. Th e 
automotive segment is still an integral part of Dialog (represents 
about 10 percent of Dialog’s business), and we continue to develop 
products for this market. As the power-saving technology we 
have developed for our wireless segment begins to become more 
important in automotive applications, such as vehicle infotainment, 
we see an expanding role for our automotive business.

Q: While the fabless industry cut orders to foundries in the fi rst quarter, 
the foundry industry is expected to rebound in Q2. However, what do 
you attribute this surge to—an increase in actual consumer demand or 
to only build-up inventory? Do you believe this rebound will be short 
lived, or can we continue to expect an increase in orders from fabless 
companies? 

A: Th roughout the industry’s supply chain, companies are much 
smarter with inventory management than in past downturns, so I 
do not believe an inventory build-up is purely responsible for the 
predicted rebound. I predict consumer demand will show some 
recovery during the second half of this year. ▪
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been able to defend itself against this pressure because we provide a 
capability that diff erentiates a product (e.g., mobile phones) from 
its competitors, and the value of the capability is clearly apparent to 
end users. 

Before we tackle multiple markets, we need to fi rst achieve 
success in the mobile phone market. Once Audience establishes 
leadership in this market, we would like to implement our 
technology in markets where voice communications is a required 
application, such as data processing, automotive and gaming. 

Q: Audience’s solutions have set a high bar in the industry, achieving 
levels of noise suppression that even industry standards are unable 
to measure. Th erefore, it has been reported that the company is 
working with industry standard organizations, such as the Cellular 
Telecommunications Industry Association (CTIA) Working Group, to 
make necessary modifi cations to noise suppression measuring methods. 
To date, what progress has been made? With few industry standards, 
what internal standards does Audience use to assess the quality of their 
products?

A: When a new capability is brought to market, for it to be 
deployed broadly, consumers must know how to evaluate its 
performance in their systems across a wide portfolio. Strategically, 
our goal is to always release the best solution to the market, so we 
need to ensure that consumers know how to identify high voice 
quality from low voice quality. 

Th e most effi  cient way to get a new test method adopted is 
to change an existing standard that everyone has already agreed 
to and look at both subjective and objective test measurements. 
Subjective testing is how it sounds to a person, while objective 
testing is instrument-based testing that gives you a number. In the 
case of subjective testing, Audience worked with the International 
Telecommunications Union – Telecommunications (ITU-T) to 
modify an existing test standard called P.835, which uses a well-
known quality scale called mean opinion score (MOS). Th e new test 
standard was accepted in October 2007. Regarding objective testing, 
we are currently working with ITU-T and CTIA to modify another 
existing standard called G.160.

Audience has taken the initiative to create standards to increase 
the value of our chips and our profi tability. Th e company prototypes 
these methods internally before we propose them to industry 
standard organizations.

Q: During a period when venture capital fi nancing is rare, Audience 
successfully secured a substantial amount of funding in February. What 
factors contributed to Audience receiving its latest round of funding? 
What business plans will Audience undertake with the new fi nancing?

A: Audience was able to secure funding through opportunity, 

execution and balance. Audience has established itself as a leader in 
the emerging application of advanced voice quality enhancement 
by successfully executing each opportunity. For example, our fi rst 
chip was taped out in June 2007 and was in mass production nine 
months later. We have since secured tens of design wins with major 
mobile OEMs. Our business plan has also enabled us to achieve a 
balance between pursuing opportunity and achieving profi tability. 
We have not retrenched in the face of the credit crunch, but at the 
same time, we have not spent large amounts of money going after 
multiple end markets. 

Our new fi nancing will be used to expand our business presence 
in our current locations and new global markets.

Q: In early 2008, Japan and Korea were the fi rst markets to experience 
Audience’s breakthrough solution. Why did Audience choose to fi rst 
release its chip in these markets? Now that Audience has established 
themselves in these two markets, which regions will Audience tackle 
next? 

A: We chose to initially focus on Japan and Korea because the 
handset vendors, OEMs, subscribers and carriers within these 
markets are all early adopters of technology. Th ese groups have led 
the introduction of new technologies such as video conferencing 
capabilities. 

While most of our customer base and shipments are in Asia, 
we have secured design wins from North American vendors. 
Furthermore, we are seeing penetration among our Asian customers, 
which ship parts of their portfolios to European and North 
American export markets.

Q: To achieve success in today’s competitive mobile handset market, 
companies must deliver products with long battery life. What is 
Audience doing in the area of power management to aid OEMs in 
fulfi lling this low-power requirement?

A: Mobile phone applications consume power when transmitting 
unwanted sound. Th e problem is that if a person is in a loud bar 
and is not talking on a phone, the phone still thinks they are talking 
due to the external noise. Th e mechanism used to turn down the 
power cannot activate, resulting in that person receiving only three 
and a half hours of talk time when the vendor promised fi ve hours. 
With Audience’s chip, more power is saved than consumed if a 
person is in a noisy environment 30 percent or more of the time. 
Our technology allows the mechanism to identify whether a person 
is actually talking or not.

Th e value of Audience’s technology is directed at those 
consumers that are constantly burning minutes. If someone’s 
burning a lot of minutes, they’re not likely in their living room or 
in their offi  ce, but in a noisy environment such as in the car, train 
station, airport, street, etc. ▪
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The Global Semiconductor Alliance (GSA) mission is to accelerate the growth 

and increase the return on invested capital of the global semiconductor industry 

by fostering a more effective fabless ecosystem through collaboration, 

integration and innovation. It addresses the challenges within the supply chain 

including IP, EDA/design, wafer manufacturing, test and packaging to enable 

industry-wide solutions. Providing a platform for meaningful global collaboration, 

the Alliance identifies and articulates market opportunities, encourages and 

supports entrepreneurship, and provides members with comprehensive and 

unique market intelligence. Members include companies throughout the supply 

chain representing 25 countries across the globe.

GSA Member Benefits Include:

▪ Access to Profile Directories

▪ Ecosystem Portals

▪ IP ROI Calculator

▪ IP Ecosystem Tool Suite

▪ Global Semiconductor Funding, IPO and 
M&A Update

▪ Global Semiconductor Financial Tracker

▪ Semiconductor End Markets

▪ MS/RF PDK Checklist

▪ AMS/RF Process Checklist

▪ MS/RF SPICE Model Checklist

▪ Consumer Electronics Study

Discounts on various reports and 
publications including:

▪ Wafer Fabrication & Back-End Pricing Report

▪ Understanding Fabless IC Technology Book

▪ IC Foundry Almanac, 2009 Edition

▪ SiP Market & Patent Analysis

Global Exposure Opportunities:
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▪ Sponsorships

▪ Member Press Section on GSA Web site

▪ Company Index Listing on Ecosystem Portals

▪ Member Spotlight on GSA Web site
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